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Abstract
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1 Introduction

So far, the majority of theoretical analyses andl experimental characterizations of reverberation

chambers have been performed by starting fro, the assumptions of perfect statistical field uni-

formity, i.e. field isotropy (polarization uniformity) and field homogeneity (spatial uniformity) to

hold or to be required. One then proceeds by aking mainly qualitative comparisons between

the experimental statistical data collected on th basis of one or more 'point' measurement( s) in

the actual chamber on the one hand, and the 8 atistics of an ideal chamber on the other hand.

Such is done by judging the similarity of field Q power density distributions and their statistics
between the real and ideal reverberation condit.ons. To this end, statistical metrics, e.g. using

tests of hypotheses and goodness-of-fit tests, an often used to decide between a 'good' or 'bad'

correspondence between theory and experiment. In this way, the final result is still based on a

nonobservable, nonphysical and often obscure u certainty parameter (confidence level for accep-
tance/rejection of the hypothesis).

Our theoretical and experimental study of electr<ilmagnetic reverberation environments arose from

the lack of, and need for quantification of the 11' rformance of good but imperfect reverberation

chambers using good but imperfect measureme t techniques and equipment. In this respect, it

was felt that the absence of proper deterministi metrics to assess and quantify imperfect rever-

beration performance, which allow for smaller u certainties, may become of increasing concern in

the design, optimization and use of reverberatio chambers. It may also be an issue in the inter-

pretation, certification and uncertainty analysis of test results for equipment under test (EUT)

and their characterization in such chambers. F~ thermore, deterministic metrics are useful in in-

tercomparisons of test results obtained in a reve beration chamber on one hand and an open-area

test site, anechoic chamber, (G )TEM cell, etc. n the other hand, or among different reverbera-

tion chambers themselves. Ji

In a reverberation chamber without EUT or co taining an EUT in an arbitrary but fixed posi-

tion, a deterministic pseudo-random field is obs rved during the stirring process. In interpreting

measured data, it is of crucial importa.llCe to d.stinguish between imperfections in the physical
reverberant field and imperfections in the meas rement of this field.!, more so than in other elec-

tromagnetic compatibility (EMC) test environIl1l nts. As will be explained, both effects normally
mask one another in the observed data. Witho t a detailed understanding and quantification of

both effects individually, it is difficult if not impossible to interpret reverberation data correctly.

Good but imperfect reverberation is caused b~! the 'high' but finite mode density in practical

overmoded enclosures, resulting from opera,tiolil at 'high' but finite frequencies and causing im-

lin addition to the usual measurement uncertainties e~countered in measurement of deterministic fields
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perfections in the mode stirring process. Its proper assessment is important in its own right, for
certain EUT test specifications may not require (very) high levels of field uniformity. If the level

of imperfection is acceptable for the test specification in actual fact but not accurately calculable,

then this usually leads to overspecification and expensive test environments in terms of chamber

dimensions and/or power amplification requirements.
Imperfections in the measurement of reverberation are caused by local spatial or temporal aver-

aging effects that occur when measuring or numerically simulating over nonzero widths of spatial

or temporal intervals. This local averaging has its own uncertainty on the measurand associated

with it, which directly interferes with the standard deviation on the physical reverberant field.

This statistical measurement uncertainty due to local averaging is thus of fundamental impor-

tance in reverberation measurements. While physically inevitable, averaging should be properly
quantified and, if necessary, accounted for either by data post-processing or by limiting the scale

so that its effect on the measurement becomes negligible or insignificant.

A theory for characterization of field anisotropy and field inhomogeneity in imperfect rever-

beration environments was developed in [33]. First test results, based on well-established theory
and techniques thereby using the proposed new metrics given in [33], were obtained in the NPL

untuned stadium reverberation chamber and reported in [34]. In this initial study, the charac-

terization was based on power density measur~ment. The measurements were carried out for

mechanical and electronic stirring at 2.5, 8.2 and 18GHz, using horn antennas and open-ended
waveguides. For a description of the chamber specifications and the measurement set-up we refer

to [34, Sec 2]. ri

In [34], various energy density statistics and distribution functions were calculated for a single

direction of polarization, as governed by the orientation of the antenna or waveguide aperture.

The degree of planar field isotropy was quantified on the basis of comparing the statistics of the

measured energy densities for two mutually perpendicular directions of polarization in a locally

transverse plane (i.e. perpendicular to the local radial direction, in the azimuthal plane) to the

theoretical statistics for an ideal statistically reverberant field in that plane, i.e. for perfect planar

field isotropy. The thus obtained level of planar field anisotropy was found to decrease rapidly,

in the mean, as the number of stirrer positions is increased.
Measurement of the statistics of the third, i.e. radial field component was found to be difficult

in this set-up. Consequently the total statisticaJ field anisotropy, defined as a weighted average
of the planar anisotropies for the three mutually perpendicular measurement planes, could not

be assessed. However, a full 3D field characterization is required to assess the degree of isotropy
for the total field. Moreover, the locally transverse plane is of special importance because it is

parallel to the rotation axis of the chamber, coinciding with a direction of statistical symmetry.
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Measurements in such a plane only may hide
j ,mportant deficiencies or suggest an unrealistic

overall chamber performance, Therefore, we m de a full characterization of all three local field

components by using an electric field probe, De ails of the measurements are given in this report,
and the results are summarized in Sec 5.

2 Three-axis electric field probe

2.1 Probe description and operation

For the present measurements we used a three~ 's electric-field probe manufactured by Schmid

& Partner Engineering AG, Zurich, CH (S&P odel ER3DV4R (SN:2218» (Fig 1). The probe

comes with a PC plug-in card with 66MHz digit signal processor and 96kx24-bit 1211.s memory,

for full and OS-independent control of the prd e operation and data management. The probe

measures the magnitude of the local electric fie d components along three (nominally) mutually

orthogonal directions, individually, by means of hree linear dipoles. One dipole is directed along
the probe axis; the remaining two form a (nomi ally) orthogonal triplet with it. For every posi-
tion of the stirrer, the local field is read in 16- bi format and stored 40 times2 at regular intervals

within a 4s time frame, starting after an initial and user-specified 4s settling time interval. The

control software returns the sample mean, sprea and standard deviation for each one of the three
field components, as well as the values of the 1 0 individual readings per cycle (optional). The

mean value of the 40 vector readings constitutes ne sample point. An auto-zero (short-circuiting

of input terminals) can be invoked periodically, .g. between stirrer positions, to compensate for

offset and drift.

The probe essentially consists of three mutuall perpendicular 'short' rectilinear dipoles, each

of length 3mm, whose centers are offset3 by aba t 2.5mm. The impinging RF field is rectified at

the terminals of each dipole, using detector diodes in the sensor gap, to yield three DC voltages.

These levels are then transmitted, unperturbed" across the RF environment via three miniature

high-loss transmission lines (2Mn) to the sign processing box (DAE3). The amplitude of the

electric field, lEal, is calculated by the signal pt cessor from the measured diode voltage, Va (in

2This is only a fraction of the total 3 x 2604=7812 rea ings per second made by the probe, because the data are

transferred at a slower rate to the DASY3 control progt m. The full set of readings can be accessed only at the

expense of excluding the notch filter for the line frequei y.
3Hence the measurements are strictly speaking distil buted in contrast to true local measurements. This may

become a significant issue at high frequencies. The wid r spacing between the dipole elements, compared to the

more recent compact probe heads with interleaved dipol designs by S&P, do have the advantage of causing less
mutual coupling between elements, making the softWai e calibration correction factors which account for local

near-field field distortions to be more accurate than for more compact probe heads [52].
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.uV), at the connector and the associated power4 Pa as:

(V 1m), (o.=x,y,z) (1)

in air, where C is the diode compression point (in JL V) and So is the sensitivity of the element (in

JLV j(V jm)2). The data are passed through a nbtch filter tuned to the line frequency. All data are

referenced to the input voltage of DAE3 which is compared internally with the probe calibration

data. The electronics box is kept outside of the cavity at all times, as also recommended in [42],

because of its unknown EMCjEMI characteristics when placed within the cavity field. The probe

and electronics box are powered by a rechargeable battery. The resulting limitation on the maxi-

mum duration of a single scan (approximately S,hrs) poses no problem for our purposes at present.

It is clear that only scalar measurements can thus be made, i.e. no phase information can be

retrieved as would be required, for example, to detect the state and degree of wave polarization

[35] or complex scattering parameters. The probe can be used as an alternative or supplement

to waveguide and horn antenna measurements. It has the added advantage of a much smaller

aperture compared to horns. Although this re'duces the sensitivity, a smaller aperture has the

advantage of reducing local spatial avera.ging, thus decreasing its effect on the measured statistical

field anisotropy (see App G). Note further that, unlike waveguide or horn antenna measurements,

the measured response is wide-band because no radio-frequency (RF) filtering is applied between

reception and rectification. This makes the readings sensitive to noise. The short lengths of

the dipoles result in less directionality of the receiver than in the case of a receiving (Rx) horn

(:f:O.3.. .O.4dB [37]), hence greater precautions must be taken to avoid direct illumination of the

probe.
This type of miniature probe was selected on the basis of its anticipated superior performance

for typical reverberation chamber data, which is characterized by a large dynamic range, rapid

spatial variations in magnitude, orientation and polarization. Such stringent requirements make

larger commercial probes less suitable [42].

Probe calibration and measurement uncertainty2.2

The probe has been found to operate satisfactorily in an NPL TEM cell for frequencies at least

as high as 1.8GHz [48] (as covered by the manufacturer's specification using R22/R26 waveguide
calibration up to 2.5GHz [41]), but remains unknown at 8.2GHz. This uncertainty makes the

assessment of field isotropy using calibration-independent field anisotropy factors and the use of
-

.It is unclear if and how the correct maximum-to-mean Po is deduced from the sampled Va. Presumably, a

Gauss normal density function is assumed to hold or a sample estimate is taken.
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mean-normalized field. quan~ities att~active an~ iFPortant.. The free-space chara~terization of the

probe at the frequencIes of Interest IS the subJ~f_t of ongOIng work. The probe IS quoted by the

manufacturer to have a calibration uncertainty Qf :1:5% on the field strength in air for frequencies

between 100MHz and 3GHz, a :l:O.2dB linearit!f;j uncertainty across the same frequency range,

a :l:O.3dB spherical isotropy uncertai~ty, a mi~ r'mum field stren~th threshold of 1. ..2V 1m and
a boundary effect error of 5% at a dIstance of 2.5mm, decreasIng to less than O.ldB at 6mm

distance from an electromagnetic boundary in p oximity [52].

Electric field probes are notoriously difficult to alibrate by conventional methods at higher fre-

quencies (> IGHz). Furthermore, the difference -however small- between the three constituent

dipoles give rise to increasing differences betwe~ their radiation patterns as frequency increases.

Therefore, we chose a self-normalized quantity Aa{3 to characterize the individual planar field

anisotropies [33]. This makes their values lar ly independent of the differences between the

probe dipole elements and their tolerances. Assuming the probe readings to exhibit a small
but systematic uncertainty dlEal between meas~red (read) and 'true' values at a constant input

power, it follows that the uncertainty on Aa{3 iSI!1

IEfJl dlEal -lEal dlEfJl~AQ{3 ~ ~ (2),I,!
;~IIEo/2 + rEpI2)2f(4/EaIIEpl

where ~ = ({) j {)a )da + ({) j{){3)d{3 represents alltotal differential. This uncertainty is relatively

small if dIEa,i31 < IEa,i31 or, generally, if the unc~rtainties are proportional to their true values:

dlEcx1

djEpj
~
rE-;;f

(3)=i

3 Measurement results

Measurements at 2.5GHz

Rationale

In [34, Sec 5.1], we initiated measurements at ~~5GHZ using two open-ended waveguides for the

excitation and detection. Even without using ~ rns, these measurements suffer from exhibiting

relatively large apertures for the excitation soult e in comparison with the chamber dimensions.

Nonzero antenna or waveguide apertures have t10 major effects on reverberation measurements.

First, their nonzero size increases the degree of I cal spatial averaging of the stochastic field, such

averaging being inevitable when making practic measurements. Therefore, the measured degree
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of (deterministic) wave chaos increases, in comparison with the zero apertures of idealized point

(dot) sources/receivers. As a result, an extended antenna ("\/2-dipole, log-periodic, horn, etc.)

may not be able to measure the reverberation quality with sufficient accuracy and may, in fact,

mask an actual poor reverberation performance! Therefore, an inverse local averaging technique
is suggested in App G to refer all measurements to reference point values, thus decoupling the

effect of the measurement from the chamber (cavity) performance.
Secondly, the aperture of a receiving antenna" whether it is located inside the chamber or in or

on the wall, causes nonuniform absorption inside the chamber. A perfectly matched antenna or
waveguide acts as a localized sink (black body) for electromagnetic energy, even if it were ide-

ally lossless. Also, the transmitting antenna loads the chamber because of its nonideal antenna

efficiency (ohmic losses). Hence the measured chamber characteristics are those for a 'loaded'

chamber, even if it were perfectly conducting and would contain only transmitter and receiver
antennas. It has been demonstrated, numerically [26] and experimentally [34, Sec 10.2.2], that

nonuniform chamber absorption has a profound effect on the characteristic temporal decay of

reverberant energy in that it gives rise to a t-l- time dependence for the late decay of a pulsed

signal, i.e. after the familiar average exponential decay for early and intermediate times. The

nonuniformity of the absorption is believed t() be one of the prime reasons behind the major

discrepancies found between predicted and measured chamber quality factors. The absorption

nonuniformity, of course, increases with increas;ing aperture size.
In summary, the use of a small-aperture field sensor should reduce the effect of inevitable absorp-

tion and local spatial averaging and, hence, yi~~d, morely measured accurate chamber character-

istics.

From a practical point of view, the direct mell-surement of field anisotropy and field inhomo-
geneity coefficients using an open-ended Rx waveguide is cumbersome and inaccurate, because of

its bulkiness and large aperture. Also, the limited height of the coupling plates of our chamber

did not allow for cross-polar orientations at 2.SpHz. In spite of this, stirrer data were collected

for a single direction of polarization and a single position of the Rx waveguide [34]. For this

frequency, the cumulative distribution function bf the mean-normalized received power suggested

a begin of deterioration of the stirring performance, when compared to the measured performance
at 8.2GHz. To investigate this further, field pltobe measurements were now carried out. Gen-

erally, knowing the 'lowest' usable frequency is' important for the efficient use and economical
design of a reverberation chamber [34, Sec A.4]. However, this frequency is never clear cut as it

depends on the tolerable levels of statistical field uniformity (anisotropy/inhomogeneity). As a

result, measurements and operation below this 'lowest' frequency remain meaningful.
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3.1.2 Measurement set-up and procedure

As in our previous study, open-ended waveguide xcitation (Tx) was used for reasons of excitation

and radiation efficiency. At 2.5GHz, a horn is ! ulky and would load our chamber significantly,

mainly through ohmic losses. It would also decr age the stirring performance because of the large
conductor (wall) area this introduces. The waV guide aperture is placed as close as possible to
the stirring wall and its normal direction is point.ng away from the probe. The field probe, whose

housing of the signal processor and battery isbeing kept outside the cavity at all times (cfr. Sec

2.1), is slid along an external pedestal which is ounted onto one of the cavity coupling plates.

Aluminium foil on this plate is used to minimi e the aperture introduced by the glass housing
for the transmission lines of the probe. It is iml ortant to remember that the air line surround-

ing the transmission lines of the probe extends hrough the cavity to the outside world. Hence,

measurements with the probe head close to the avity wall exhibit a (small) aperture behind the

probe head, rather than a conducting wall.

The chamber is operated in mode-tuned operati n in all measurements, taking M = 275 sample

points per scan. At 2.5GHz, the unit wall step sf e as measured along the cavity rim, is chosen as
ils = 8.48mm, corresponding to a unit angular tep size ilr = 24.3mrad. The field is evaluated

at various cavity locations, from well inside the cavity (probe tip at a distance r = 91mm from
the cavity center, corresponding to the maximu penetration depth of the field probe) down to a
distance close to the cavity wall (r = 349mm, i.e probe tip at only 1mm (=;\/120) off the wall).

We concentrate particularly on the data for two extreme probe locations, viz. at r = 91mm and
r = 345mm. ill

Probe noise performance3.1.3

As mentioned in Sec 2.1, the DASY3 probe soft re returns the mean and spread (the latter being

defined as the sample range, i.e. the differencelbetween linear-scale ma.ximum and linear-scale

minimum reading), as calculated from 40 readiI~ s per sample point. Fig 2 shows the spread, s,

as a function of the mean, avg, for the field stli ngth readings of the S&P probe per dipole for
each one of the M = 275 sample points.

Interestingly, the spreads show a split into two d'stinct groups of data points, Both uncertajnties

differ by a proportionality factor, as they form arallel curves in the logarithmic plot. The ori-

gin of this degeneracy is believed to be due to g in switching by the pre-amplifier of the probe,

between two different amplification stages, duri g measurement, The noise on the electric field

is larger for lower field levels. The probe ampli$ r toggles, automatically, between low and high

amplification factors depending on its first few 111 asurements. This amplification range affects all

channels [51], It is possible, however, to disable this automatic switching, Such technical reasons
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are of practical importance, e.g. when estimating the uncertainty on the maximum-to-mean and

minimum-to-mean field strength of the reverberation chamber, for which the lower and upper

uncertainties should be used, respectively.

Furthermore, the spread is seen to decrease inlversely proportional with increasing mean values:
from the Figure, log[s(Eo)] = Co -(1 -fo)log[avg(Eo)], i.e.:

s(Ecx) <X [avg(ECX)]-(l-~). (0 < fa ~ 1) (4)

Thus, the probe noise could be labelled as '19garithmic divisional' or 'logarithmic reciprocal

multiplicative', in analogy with the notions of additive (channel) noise and multiplicative noise.

The regression lines are seen to 'thicken' with increasing mean field strengths. For such fields,

the signal-to-noise ratio of the detector is large and the effect of source noise becomes noticeable.

At low field strengths, the source noise become~ negligible compared to the large detector noise.
I

More importantly, however, it is found that the ~robe sensitivity and noise figure are different for

IEzl as compared to IExl and IEyl, which is po~sibly a result of differences in the quality of the

diode contacts or transmission-line imperfections between the three channels: for IExl and IEyl:

4.03IEx,yl-O.86

1.74IEx,yl-o.94

(5)

(6)

~ (:high amplification setting)

(iow amplification setting)~

whereas for IEzl:

~ 2.241£zl-0.87

~ l£zl-1

(7)

(8)

Sz (Jligh amplification setting)

(low amplification setting)Sz

Thus, whereas the averaged readings by the probe may show good isotropy, such is not the case

for the spread on the values read.

We finally mention that DASY3 occasionally r!1turns (small) negative values, even after aver-

aging and auto-zeroing, which were discarded onl physical grounds. In the remaining we will only

make use of the mean values per sample point. : I

Stirrer sweep data3.1.4
Fig 3 shows sweep data as a function of wall p~sition, T / ~T, for the probe tip positioned at

r = 91mm. The magnitudes of all field compo~ents, lEal, show a fair degree of structure, i.e.

the stirring quality appears to be reasonable in ail three directions of measurement (wave polar-
ization), and exhibit a comparable dynamic range. The variations in the input power Pi were
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measured with a directional coupler on the inp~t waveguide. Note the variation of Pi with wall

position. This is due to the small distance bet~teen the aperture of the Tx waveguide and the

corrugated stirring wall. The variation of the di$tance between the waveguide aperture and wall
surface during the stirring process causes a substantial variation in the output impedance of the

waveguide with stirrer position. Thus, the forw~d (incident) power remains reasonably constant
(as verified using a power meter), but the refle4ted power changes significantly. The mean pe-

riodicity in the data for Pi is caused by the c~ nge in distance and provides an 'image' of the
structure of the inner wall. It demonstrates t e need for pointwise normalization of the field

strength, which enables a correct analysis of th~ data [34, Sec 3]: changes in the chamber geom-

etry cause corresponding changes in the wave i pedance for the Tx and Rx antennas.

For the sweep data at r = 345mm, it is seen ~hat IExl, IEyl ~ IEzl == IErl due to the EM

boundary conditions (Fig 4). The input power s"ows similar variations to those in Fig 3, demon-

strating the deterministic nature of the average periodicity of Pi.

3.1.5 Correlation functions

3.1.5.1 Autocorrelation functions Fig 5! hows the autocorrelation functions5 (acfs), viz.

IPx(T/~T)I, IPy(T/~T)I, IPz(T/~T)1 and IPt(T/ T)I, for the field magnitude and for the power

density associated with the three measured field!i omponents and with the total field, with refer-

ence to an arbitrary stirrer position T = 0 and easured at r = 91mm (see [40] for an overview

and properties of various definitions of acfs for st rrer data). All acfs have a comparable dynamic

range and demonstrate small linear dependenc' between stirrer positions. This is due to the

relatively large unit wall step being chosen.
ill

The decimation factors mQ for the full data se~~ as obtained on the basis of the 'lpQ( T / AT)I <

exp( -1)'-criterion6 are found to be about 1.5 in !~ll cases. We also studied the dependence of mQ

5Since the sample acfs are symmetric with respect to ttle mid\vay point, only the first half of the series is plotted.
6N 0 real justification appears to exist for the choice ofl uch a threshold level for reverberation processes, and its

origin remains unclear. Possibly, its choice is modelled aft r the definition of decay time as the time needed for the

initial energy to be reduced by a factor lie. However, a! orrelation function does not represent a physical decay.

Another possible origin arises from other application are of statistical analysis in physics and engineering, where

the acf can often be modelled as a single or multidimensio al exponential function (e.g. in image coding [13]), where
the level exp( -1) corresponds to the au tocorrelation afte. ne 'time' constant. For Gauss normal distributions, this
is known as the Ornstein- Uhlenbeck process. In our case! he (power) acf appears to closely follow a [1 + (T I fj)~-l
dependence [40], where fj is defined by the power spec ral density function (psdf), g('-J) '" exp(-fj'-J). Hence

a better choice for the correlation length in mOde-stirri~g and reverberation applications could be based on the
analysis of the psdf, viz. selecting '-Jo for which 9a('-Jol '-J)lga(O) = lie, from which the decimation factor for
the acf would follow as proportional to To/~T = 27r/( o/~'-J), on the basis of the Wiener-Khinchine theorem

[34, Sec 4.1]. The (fixed) proportionality factor is to ti determined empirically. For the stirring process with
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on the record length M for fixed Llr, based q the same criterion, using interpolation 7. It may

be expected that for sufficiently large M, th values of ma reach an asymptotic limit because

Llr remains constant throughout. The result, hown in Fig 6 and marked 'single sample', reveals

that some variation of ma(M) occurs for M f 75 and that at least M ~ 50 is required in order
to obtain realistic 'stable' values for the ma (, t shown).

The thus obtained values for ma are stronglYi ependent on the chosen threshold level exp( -1).
The main result of this analysis is the requir ent for a minimum number of data points that

are needed to obtain a reliable decimation fac r. Consequently, too Iowa value of M gives rise
to too large an uncertainty on the equivalent * mber of independent samples, N a = M / ma, for

statistical analysis of reverberation chambers t be practical: the uncertainty on N a adds to the

uncertainty on the statistic of interest (e.g. m .mum-to-mean ratio), giving rise to an extended

uncertainty. Ii
Results obtained using the ensemble acfs [40) e also shown in Fig 6, marked 'ensemble'. These
are based on the calculated power spectral dens. y functions (psdfs) (Fig 8, resulting in the acfs of

Fig 7 on application of the Wiener-Khinchine t orem. Also shown in Fig 8 are Bartlett estimates
for the 1st order spectral parameters /3a (see ec 3.1.10)). The ensemble acfs yield marginally

larger decimation factors. The irregular varia; ons in ma(M) are an artefact of the large bias
in the estimated psdf, as a consequence of a r duction in the variance of the estimation. This

affects the estimated acf and, hence, ma. Fig shows the variance functions 'a,T for lEal and

IEal2 upon local stir averaging. A small but co istent bias towards lower v~lues of ,a,T is found
for the power densities as compared to those £ the corresponding field magnitudes, confirming

a small but consistent difference between the c rrelations between power densities on one hand

and the those for the corresponding field magn. udes on the other hand, at this frequency.

The acfs for t.he p.ro~e.lo~ated at 5mm off th~~wa~l show similar characteris~ics (Figs 10-13).
Note the quasI-perIodIcIty ill Py. The same dec~] atlon factors are observed (FIg 11).

I

3.1.5.2 Crosscorrelation functions Fig t shows the pairwise crosscorrelation functions

pcr{3(r/6r) for the field magnitudes at r = 91 m. It is seen that Ipcr{3(r/6r)1 < 0.36 for all
r / 6r, i.e. a small crosscorrelation, signifying mall linear dependence between the individual

ifield components. "

A similar behaviour is found at r = 345mm (Fi 15), although the levels for cross correlation are

somewhat larger in this case, on average. i
,"

p( T / AT) = [1 + (T / {1)2]-1, an alternative expression of ~t e correlation length was derived, in the stirrer domain,

in [40, Eqn (7)]. !

7No difference in results were found in using cubic ~Iline interpolation compared to more elementary linear

interpolation. J,
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Distribution functions of field magnitude3.1.6

3.1.6.1 Field statistics Tbls 7 and 8 compare the measured coefficient of variation nX =

sx /mx with the theoretical values vx = O'x / /-LX for the magnitudes of the ideal, mean-normalized

reverberant field components X = lEal at r = 91mm. The agreement appears to be reasonable.

Fig 16 shows that the nx approach some limit values as M increases. However, these values
remain substantially different from the theoretical values for X2 and X6 distributions, shown by

dotted lines in the Figure, suggesting modest stirring performance.

At 5mm away from the cavity wall, the coefficient of variation for the total field shows fur-

ther discrepancies in comparison with the values for the previous case, as expected (Tbls 9 and

10). Comparison of Fig 17 with Fig 16 confirms that the differences between measured and ideal

values for X2 and X6 distributions have further increased.

3.1.6.2 Probability density functions Fig 18 shows the probability density functions8 for
the mean-normalized field magnitudes at r = 91mm. The correspondence between the theoretical9

X2 resp. X6 pdf and the measured pdf for the individual field components resp. total field is rea-

sonable: the coverage of the theoretical curve by the measured values is fairly uniform, although
some occasional 'bold patches' are apparent. As can be expected, very small and very large
values were not observed in the measured data. The absence of small values is due to the limited

sensitivitylO of the probe. Very large values do not appear because of the limited number of stirrer

positions and limited quality factor. Clearly, the differences in local densities are being obscured
as the number of sample points increases, e.g. compare Fig 18 for decimated data (mcx = 2) with

Fig 19 for the full data set (mcx = 1).

At r = 345mm, the coverage for small field magnitudes worsens, because of the lower limit

on probe sensitivity (Figs 20 and 21). This is because of the fact that lower mean-normalized

8U nlike more conventional representations which use bar charts, we chose to plot measured values directly onto
the theoretical pdf, with each cir,cle representing one of the M /m measured and decimated values. Therefore,
ideally, the local density of circles should be proportional to the local height of the theoretical curve, i.e. the

experimental curve should show a 'dark dense top', gradually changing to a 'light scant base'. In this way, the

problem of data 'binning' is circumvented and the probability 'density' is more apparent. To minimize binning
errors when using conventional histogram or frequency polygon pdfs, theoretical arguments have been given for

choosing uniform bin sizes as 0.6M-1/3(Xn,a" -Xmin) [19] or 0.35M-1/5(Xma,,- Xmin) [22], respectively. Smoothing
of measured pdfs can be achieved, a posteriori, based on moving an averaging window of optimum (finite) width

across the measured cdfs (see e.g. [18]).
9In this and subsequent Figures, the label 'theory' refers to the case of ideal reverberant field (infinite mode

density), not to the characteristic for the actual but theoretical imperfect field (finite mode density).
loTo verify this, the minimum 1£,,1 for the sweep data was measured to be 1.48V /m, corresponding to

1£,,1/(1£,,1) = 0.048. This minimum field strength is of the order of the value specified by the manufacturer

(1...2V/m).
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field strengths appear less frequently when the mean field amplitude decreases. The relative ab-

sence of lower values suggests that, in this case, the pdf for a single field component resembles

more closely a higher-order gamma pdf as the stirring deteriorates, i.e. the curve taking off slower

from zero for small mean-normalized values than does a curve for a X2 pdf.

3.1.6.3 Cumulative distribution functions Figs 22 and 23 show the cumulative dis-

tribution function (cdf) for the mean-normalized field magnitudes for ma = 2 and ma = 1
at r = 91mm, respectively. Both graphs show substantial deviations between theoretical and

measured cdfs, typically with low amplitudes being over-represented and high amplitudes being

underrepresented. Fig 24 shows the cdf of the standardized deviations between the theoretical
and measured cdfs, Ftheo(X) -Fmeas(x). The deviations from Gauss normality (see App H) are

seen to be substantial.

The mismatch between measured and theoretical cdfs is usually expressed by defining one or

other metric between both curves to quantify the goodness of fit. For example, the Kholmogorov-

Smirnov (K-S) test statistic DM for a sample of size M measures their maximum absolute dif-
ference across all measured mean-normalized field strengths x as [34, Sec 5], [49]:

DM = ..;M suPxIFtheo(X) -Fmeas(x)1

maXj=l M [M Ftheo(Xj) -(j -1), j -M Ftheo(Xj))
(9)v'M

An alternative test statistic is the Cramer-von Mises (C-vM) statistic w'tl, which is defined as a
Stieltjes integral of the pointwise difference between both cdfs:

wit [Ftheo( x) -Fmeas( x)f d[Ftheo( x)]=

M

12M)-1 + L
j=1

(10)

Ftheo( 

x j) -

where the Xj are the measured values ranked in ascending order. A yet more robust measure, akin

to the Cramer-von Mises test statistic, is the cross-correlation coefficient Ual3 between both curves

(cr, (:J = x, y, z), which integrates and normalizes the overall curve mismatch. Such a measure is

possible because both the sampled (i.e. measured) and continuous (i.e. theoretical) cdfs are

stochastic. This measure minimizes the effect of accidental and isolated large curve mismatches

having a small overall weight. Moreover, it enables the mismatch to be weighted differently for

values of the mean-normalized field, e.g. to a.ttach greater importance to mismatches occurring

at higher mean-normalized field strengths than at lower field strengths. For now, we apply simple
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uniform weighting.

Figs 25, 26 and 27 show the K-S statistic, C-vM statistic and sample crosscorrelation coeffi-
cients UafJ between the theoretical and measured cdfs of all three field components as a function
of sample size M at f = 2.5GHz, r = 91mm, respectively. The deviation/crosscorrelation of the

cdfs is seen to decrease/increase with sample size, in the mean, respectively, if the data deci-

mation is decreased. This suggests an improving match (i.e. better stirring). However, proper

decimation criteria and factors must clearly be observed whn comparing with Ftheo (based on
independent and identically distributed data). It thus follows that these crosscorrelation coef-

ficients are in general high 11. To appreciate the associated mismatch between the curve pairs,
,

the values of the sample cross correlation coefficients should be compared to those for 8.2GHz, for

which reverberation quality is known to be much better (see Sec 3.2.6.3).

Interestingly, the mismatch of the cdfs near the cavity wall (r = 345mm) (Figs 28 and 29)

appears to be not appreciably worse than at r = 91mm. In other words, each mean-normalized
field component remains reasonably well stirred close to the wall, but of course with markedly

different normalizing mean values between normal (z- = r-) and tangential (x-, y-) components.

Hence, the often cited minimum-distance criterion requiring a distance of at least A/4 away from

the wall to achieve adequate stirring is a criterion for (statistical) field isotropy, not for field

stochasticity (reverberation). The latter exists down to very small distances from the cavity wall.
This result will be confirmed by the results for the field anisotropy factors (cfr. Sec 3.1.8).

3.1.7 Distribution functions of maximum-to-mean ratio for field magnitude

For the field components at r = 91mm, Tbls 13 and 14 compare the measured max-to-mean

ratios WM for M = 275 and M = 137 with the theoretical mean values }l,WN for N = M/m =

275/1.5 = 183, respectively12. The Tables also lis:t 95% confidence intervals, taken symmetrically

with respect to the median13, Fw~(1/2), i.e. between the 1] = 2.5% and 1] = 97.5% percentiles.

The limits for these percentiles are defined by FW~( 1]) = V (4/11" )In[1 -1]l/NJ-l for the individual

max-to-mean field components and calculated nilmerically from the numerical cdf for the max-

lIlt is not straightforward to determine baseline values Cpr the eoI' as to what constitutes a 'good' or 'bad' match.
The situation is comparable with the choice of e-I-threshold level for uncorrelatedness for the acf, and depends
not in the least on the required level of uncertainty for the cavity fields. Based on the present study, we suggest a

threshold working value for eome..o"'eo of 0.99 for each individual field component.
12The ensemble decimation factors mo were used to estimate N.
13The median is marginally lower than the mean, e.g. (Fw~(1/2) = 2.6650) < (p.WN = 2.6987) for X2 with

N = 275/1.5. Thus, using the mean instead of the med.an for the center point of the confidence interval would

shift the interval marginally upwards.
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3.1.8 Field anisotropy

Figs 36 and 37 show simulated and measured planar and total field anisotropy coefficients as a

function of wall position for one realization of the stirring process with M = 275 data points,

respectively. The measured single-sample averages, avg(Acx{3), are shown in Figs 38 and 3916. A

markedly lower degree of field anisotropy in the oxz-plane compared to oxy and oyz is noted.
This result is confirmed by the measured cdf of Azx (Fig 41), showing a substantially smaller

deviation from the theoretical uniform distribution FAzz = (1 + azx)/2 as compared to Axy and
Ayz. For M = 275 and r = 91mm, we found for the bootstrapped averages:

150bviously, for the maximum sample size one never finds a larger maximum from bootstrapping than the largest
observed value, as there is only one measured sample vector available. For small subsamples, however, one may
get a larger bootstrap maximum than that for one arbitrary subsample. Bootstrapping is used here mainly to

smoothen fluctuations as a function of sample size. The measured and then bootstrapped value is not an unbiased

estimator for the theoretical max-to-mean. Thus, the significance of the bootstrapping diminishes with increasing

sample size.
16The large 'spikes' in the logarithmic plot (Fig 39) [47] are caused by zero crossings of avg(Aa/3) for certain

sample sizes. Such is confirmed when avg(Aa/3) rather tha.n lavg(Aa/3)1 is plotted (Fig 38). Zero crossings of (Aa/3)

correspond to the average transmission scattering coefficient (821) for the (complex) partial field Eala + E/31/3

passing through the origin in a scatter plot of the field, although magnitudes of (821) and avg(Aa/3) or avg(AtoJ
are generally not comparable. The 'spikes' can be suppressed by applying a running local average of the avg(Aa/3)'
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.I(Axy)1 = -lO.73dB (standard error = -15.2dB);

I(Ayz)1 = -12.16dB (standard error = -15.3dB)j

.I(Azx)1 = -19.77dB (standard error = -15.1dB)i

.I(AtoJI = -12.58dB (standard error = -14.8dB).

Parenthetically, note that for the dependency <:>f the mean on the sample size, a decorrelated

sample is not required, i.e. one can investigate the dependence of (Aa{3) on N as well as on M.

For the comparison with the theoretical cdf, however, the data must be decorrelated. Hence Fig

42 should not be used to compare between theory and measurement.

For the probe close to the cavity wall (r = 345mm), Figs 43-46 confirm that in this case the

measured field isotropy is poor, particularly in the oyz- and oxz-planes. For M = 275 and
r = 345mm, we obtain:

.I(Axy}1 = -6.92dB (standard error = -14.9dB);

.I(Ayz)1 = -O.87dB (standard error = -17.6dB);

.I (Az:x:) I = -.1.43dB (standard error = -16.2dB);

.I(Atot}1 = -4.48dB (staJldard error = -15.5dB)

It may appear as if the field in the oxy-plane is better stirred (I(Axy)1 < I{Ayz)l, I(Azx)I).

However, this discrepancey in values is at least partially due to the fact that both IExl and IEyl

only take very small values here, hence the denominator in the definition of Axy, i.e. IExI2+ jEyl2,

is small. The large discrepancy between the stirring performance for IEzl and either IExl or IEyl

also follows from the cdfs for Ayz a.nd Azx at r = 345mm (Fig 47). The experimental cdfs

deviate substantially from the theoretical17 characteristics: for all three cdfs, a consistent bias

with respect to the theoretical F AQI3 = (1 +acx{3)/2 is noted. This can be explained by differences in

standard deviation for the pdf of the three field components, i.e. anisotropic stirring. Typical field

anisotropy distributions predicted in [33] for such case correspond well with the here measured

characteristics. The results furthermore confirm the conclusions stated in Sec 3.1.6.3.

Field inhomogeneity3.1.9

3.1.9.1 Measurement procedure The probe was moved in discrete steps along a radial
direction in the azimuthal plane, from very close to the cavity wall (r = 349mm) to the maximum
possible penetration depth of the probe (r = 91mm). As before, M = 275 stirrer positions were

generated at each probe location, with stirrer step ~s = 8.5mm.

17The theoretical characteristic which applies to an ideal RC refers to a chamber where one can stir all field

components equally well, arbitrarily close to the cavity walls.
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3.1.9.2 Field inhomogeneity coefficients The spatial inhomogeneity can be quantified

using field inhomogeneity coefficients for the field components and total field, as observed along
an arbitrary direction li [33], [34, Sec 6.1]. In the present case, li = lr = lz. In order not to

overload the notation, as inevitable when allowing for general directions of observation of the
field inhomogeneity for different directions of polarizations, we here denote

100 = IEo(ro)12/Pi -IEo(rl)12/Pi

IEo( ro)12/ Pi + IEo( rl)12/ Pi
(0. = x, y, z, t) (11)

as the field inhomogeneity coefficient between IEa(ro)1 and IEa(rvl in the direction lr = (II -

.r.o)/II1- !oj. Fig 48 shows the measured field inhomogeneity coefficients for two locations spaced

a radial distance 10mm ('" 0.083>') apart, viz. ro = 91mm, rl = 101mm. In perfect reverberation

conditions, the theoretical distribution of laa is similar to that of Aa{3 because of ergodicity:

perfect statistical field isotropy exists if and only if perfect field homogeneity holds, because of

the equivalence of spatial and ensemble averages apart from a subset of zero weight [14]. Hence

the distribution of the measured values for laa (a = x, y, z) in Fig 48 should be compared to

the one for the simulated values for Aa{3 in Fig 36. This comparison shows that the radial field

component, IEzl, is particularly understirred and, on average, too similar at both locations (lzz

near zero). This causes the total statistical field inhomogeneityl8, defined in analogy with Atot

as:

1tot = j(1;x + 1;y + 1;%)/3 (12)

to take values that are too small, in the mean (compare Itot in Fig 49 with the theoretical distri-

bution of Atot in Fig 37). The single-sample averages of the Iaa and Itot are shown as a function

of M in Figs 50-53; bootstrap averages are shown in Figs 54-55. All average coefficients tend

to zero, in the mean, except avg(Itt) which approaches 1/3 ('" -4.77dB) for large samples. The

theoretical and measured distributions of the Iaa and Itot are shown in Fig 57.

Fig 58 shows the radial variation of the average field inhomogeneity coefficients. To this end,

the field was repeatedly stirred and measured at 27 locations along a radius in the azimuthal

plane, i.e. Tn = (91 + 10n )mm (n = 0,...,25) and T26 = 349mm. The Icxcx( TO, Tn) were computed

for the full data sets (Mn = 275), all with reference to the first location, TO = 91mm. Note also

the qualitative differences in radial variation for the respective field components. Interestingly,

the value of Itt for the statistical total field is largely constant and appears to characterize the

inhomogeneity of the cavity at the operating frequency, in the radial direction.
---~ --

l8The total statistical field inhomogeneity, 1101, is an rms average obtained from individual field components, not

to be confused with the statistical inhomogeneity of the total field, I II, as defined above.
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3.1.9.3 Inhomogeneity of the field anisotropy The planar and total field anisotropy co-

efficients were computed for each location Tn using Efron bootstrapping of the measured data and

are shown as a function of radial distance in Fig 59. As expected, all I (Aa{3) I tend to unity (OdB)

as the wall is being approached, although somewhat slower for I (Axy) I as compared to the other

coefficients. As the probe moves deeper inside the cavity, the field anisotropy coefficients decrease

approximately exponentially with distance, initially (i.e. linearly on the logarithmic scale). Fur-

ther away from the cavity wall, an oscillatory variation with distance sets in, with the spatial

mean lowering steadily. The I (Aa{3) I typically vary between -22dB and -4dB with distance;

I (Atot) I varies between about -13dB and -6dB. These figures clearly indicate a rather modest

field homogeneity at 2.5GHz compared to 8.2GHz (compare with [34, Fig 6.4]). However, such

stirring performance may still be acceptable in certain cases, depending on the test specifications.

The field appears somewhat more homogeneous in the oxy-plane as compared to the oyz- and

oxz-planes.

3.1.9.4 Inhomogeneity of the planar correlation coefficients Similar results are ob-

tained for the planar correlation coefficients, l!a{3, as may be expected. Fig 60 shows that (I!yz)

and (I!zx) approach unity near the cavity wall, but falloff rapidly as the distance from the wall
increases. The radial variation of (I!xy) is substantially smaller than for the other two coefficients
and its absolute value remains low, down to very small distances from the wall, confirming the

previous results for I(Axy)1 near the wall. Thus, the cavity wall does not significantly affect the
field correlation in the plane that is locally tangent to the wall, unlike the field correlation in

planes normal to the wall.

3.1.9.5 Inhomogeneity of the insertion loss The variation of the estimated insertion loss

(Po) cx: (IEoI2 / Pi) as a function of radial distance is shown in Fig 61. The estimation is based on
an assumed free space value for the wave impedance, but this is only an approximation at this

frequency: the fact that the estimated insertion loss is similar the value at 8.2GHz (cfr. [34, Sec

6.1]) suggests that this value is only approximate for the insertion loss is known to increase with

frequency. The variations with radial distance are somewhat larger than at 8.2GHz. The radial

variation of IEzl is significantly smoother and smaller (about 2dB) than for the other two field

components (more than 5dB) and the total field (about 4.5dB), for distances ~r up to 300mm.

The insertion loss for the average received total power, i.e. associated with the total field IEtl,

is a factor 3 ('" 4.77dB) larger than for the average of the Cartesian components, because the

excitation is itself linearly polarized. Near the conducting wall, the insertion loss is verified to

diverge.
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3.1.10 Spectral analysis

ba,min = Ea,min == /ii3 ~ 0.816
(13)

Measurements at 8.2GHz

Rationale

The reasons for making field probe measurements at 8.2GHz are much the same as those at

2.5GHz (see Sec 3.1.1), even though the horn antenna measurements in [34] suggested a good

stirring quality at 8.2GHz. Furthermore, the total field anisotropy could not be assessed from
the X -band open-ended waveguide measurements in [34], as only a single planar field anisotropy

coefficient could be assessed. The electric field probe now enables the easy evaluation of all three

Aa{3 and, hence, Atot.

3.2.2 Measurement set-up and procedure

We performed a similar, though larger series of mE!asurements offield anisotropy as for the antenna

measurements in [34, Sec 5.2]. A set of M = 1200 data points was collected for each of the three

probe elements at a distance r = 91mm"-' 2.49"\ from the cavity center (i.e. at 259mm "-' 7.08"\
from the cavity wall) for a unit wall step 6.8 = 1.515mm between sample points as measured along
the outer circumference of the chamber, corresponding to an angular wall step 6.r = 4.33mrad.

The set-up is the same as for 2.5GHz (Sec 3.1.2), except that now a Tx horn was being used with
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an extra 90deg \vaveguide bend inserted. The latter causes the horn aperture to face the stirring

wall, thus minimizing the effects of direct illumination for the probe.

3.2.3 Probe performance

At 8.2GHz, the spread for 40 probe readings as a function of mean value (Fig 69) is comparable

to the probe performance at 2.5GHz (Fig 2), viz. a regression curve with the same slope and

degeneracy for each dipole elemnt. Hence the probe uncertainty appears to be similar at 8.2GHz

compared to 2.5GHz, and may possibly be frequency independent.

3.2.4 Stirrer sweep data

Fig 70 shows a fair degree of structure in the stirrer data. The stirrer data appear very similar for
all three probe elements and all have approximately the same dynamic range. Note the absence

of a noticeable quasi-periodicity in Pi, as apposed to Figs 3 and 4, because the Tx horn was not

as close to the cavity wall as the open-ended waveguide in the measurements at 2.5GHz. The

bootstrap averaged squared field components are shown in Fig 71 as a function of sample size M,
assuming a free space wave impedance. The values are seen to converge to about the same limit,

within the standard error se, when the sample size M is increased from 5 to 1200, suggesting a

high degree of statistical field isotropy for large M. Interestingly, when this averaging is performed
for a decimated (subsampled) data set (N = 1.. .300), as shown in Fig 72, one finds that the

values and isotropy of the three components are hardly affected and have almost identical limit

values. This suggests that the full data series are correlated and that this autocorrelation does

not improve the statistical field isotropy, provided M is sufficiently large.

3.2.5 Correlation functions

3.2.5.1 Autocorrelation function The absolute value of the acfs for the power density and

magnitude of the field components and the total field, Ipx(r/Llr)l, Ipy(r/Llr)l, Ipz(r/Llr)1 and

Ipt( r / Llr)l, are shown in Fig 73 (only first 100 points of the acfs are shown). Interestingly, the

similarity between the field and power acfs is now even greater than at 2.5GHz (compare with Figs
5 and 10), suggesting that their match may serve as an indicator of mode stirring performance.

The Figure further shows that all acfs yield com parable sam pIe decimation factors for the full

sample, viz. ma ~ 4 for the '\Pa! < exp(-l)'-criterion. Fig 74 shows the corresponding variance

functions. Compared to Fig 9, the differences between power and field magnitude characteristics
are now almost indistinguishable with no consistent bias between them, although a small bias

exists the between different CarteSiall components. The dependence of ma on M for the power

acfs, shown in Fig 75, exhibits several discontinuities. A rising or falling edge indicates that at
these values of M the next few stirrer positions are little correlated with the previous positions.
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It demonstrates that stirring as a process of generating un correlated field components is not

a totally smooth process. In general, plots of mo(M) may help in deciding on suitable sample

lengths (and, possibly, stirrer starting positions), minimum record length for a chosen stirrer step,
etc. The ensemble decimation factors (mo ~ 3) are seen to be somewhat smaller than the sample
decimation factors. The former were again obtained based on the ensemble power acfs (Fig 76)

which in turn are obtained from the ensemble psdfs (Fig 77). The latter also shows Bartlett

estimates for the spectral parameters .80' as obtained from smoothed psdfs based on sample

partitioning and averaging, which are seen to show little variation between field components as

well as for the total field.

3.2.5.2 Crosscorrelation functions The values of the pairwise crosscorrelation functions
Pa/3( r /llr) (Fig 78) are relatively small compared to the results for 2.5GHz: IPa/3( r / Ilr)1 < 0.19.
Furthermore, max(Pa/3) was found to decrease to very small values as M increases (not shown in
Figure), signifying a diminishing linear dependence between the individual field components with

increasing sample size.
The crosscorrelation coefficients for the data series decrease, in mean absolute value, as the sample

size increases (Fig 79). For decimated sets, the crosscorrelation coefficients are lower in the mean,
because of the reduced autocorrelation compared to the full data set, but the standard error is

on average larger.

Distribution functions of field magnitude3.2.6
3.2.6.1 Field statistics Tblll compares the measured coefficient of variation nx = sx Jmx

with the theoretical values vx = O'X J}J.x for ideal mean-normalized reverberant field components

X = Ea. The agreement is in general very good. Fig 80 shows that the no now closely approach

the theoretical values Va as M increases.

3.2.6.2 Probability density functions Figs 81 and 82 show the theoretical and measured

pdfs for mcx = 3 and mcx = 1, respectively, indicating a uniform spread of the mean-normalized

measured field in accordance with height across the plotted range. Due to the larger composite
quality factor at 8.2GHz, the mean field strengths are higher, hence the proportion of small
mean-normalized field amplitudes has decreased, in comparison with 2.5GHz. Consequently, the

measured pdf now better covers the region near the origin.

3.2.6.3 Cumulative distribution functions Fig 83 shows the corresponding cdfs for ma =

3. Overall, the match between measured and theoretical characteristics is good and conforms

with what was expected on the basis of the cdf of the power density for antenna measurements
[34, Fig 5.3). The match further improves if correlated data would be considered which, however,
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does not have a mathematical justification (Fig 84) In the present case the distributions of the
cdf deviations between the theoretical and the sorted measured data, their magnitude and their

squared magnitude as shown in Figs 85, 86 and 87, respectively, all conform with the expected
Gauss normal, error function and incomplete gamma function, respectively (see App H). As the

decimation is reduced19, i.e. allowing for increased data autocorrelation, a nearly perfect match is
found for all curve pairs (Fig 84 for mo = 1). This could give the impression, falsely, that further

subsampling of the data leads to improved reverberation characteristics. Interestingly, however,
the cdf of the deviations for the full data set now deviates more from Gauss normality than for
the decimated set (Fig 88). Thus, proper decimation must always be observed for comparison
with the theoretical X2 and X6 statistics (i.e. rms of sum of squares of independent Gauss normal

random variables) to remain applicable.

Figs 89,90 and 91 show the K-S and C-vM test statistics and the crosscorrelation coefficients be-

tween the measured and theoretical cdfs as a function of sample size, respectively. For the latter,

note the comparable values at M = 275 with Fig 27, in spite of the larger data autocorrelation

at 8.2GHz. This demonstrates that the match is better at the higher frequency end.

Distribution functions of maximum-to-mean ratio for field magnitude3.2.7

For the field components, Tbls 17 and 18 compare the measured max-to-mean ratios WM for
M = 1200 and M = 400 with the theoretical mean values JLWN for N = M /m = 1200/3 = 400,

respectively. The Tables also list the boundaries of the 95% confidence intervals, again taken sym-

metrically with respect to the theoretical median. Fig 92 shows the pdf, the cdf, the theoretical
mean, mode and median20, and the 95% and 99% confidence intervals, as well as the measured

max-to-mean ratios of all field components for the decimated data set. Additional confidence

intervals, symmetric or not, for arbitrary 1]% confidence levels can be deduced from the Figures

for the cdfs. The measured ratios for the field components show considerable deviations from the

theoretical mean (although all within the 95% confidence interval). The ratio for the total field
is better behaved, i.e. closer to its mean value. This confirms the fact that the total field can be

characterized with smaller uncertainty than the individual field components. Comparing the mea-
sured values to those for the full data set in Fig 93 (ma = 1), one witnesses marginal increases of

the measured values for IExl and IEzl (less than 0.03dB), but a larger increases for IEyl (0.52dB)
and IEtl (0.34dB). These increases can be expected qualitatively, as the sample maximum is more

sensitive to changes in sample size than is the sample mean. In fact, comparison of the Figures
for ma = 3 to those for ma = 1 may serve in indirectly estimating the 'true' value of the dec-

.
19Strictly, this is not permitted as the sample points are then no longer 'un'correlated. It is only done here for

demonstrative purposes.
2°The mode is not marked explicitly in the Figures, but follows immediately as the maximum of the pdf.
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imation factors for the field components and for the total field, if the 'true' value is defined as

the value for which the measured max-to-mean value of IEtl exactly coincides with its theoretical

mean value, after bootstrapping for a large number of decimated sets. The sample mean of a

large number of max-to-mean measurements is then expected to yield the ensemble decimation
factor. Of course, such a method is only justified if the chamber is known to reverberate properly.

A concern could arise about the large discrepancy found for IEzl (viz. measured max-to-mean

value only marginally inside the 95% confidence interval). Therefore, the stirring process was

repeated but for the radial position of the field probe increased by 3mm. The result (not shown)

demonstrates that indeed the measured max-to-mean ratio is now better behaved, i.e. closer to
the predicted mean. Hence the previously meas~red unusually high value for IEzl was probably

accidental.

Fig 94 shows the theoretical mean, JLw, and standard deviation, O"w, as well as the measured

and bootstrapped mean, mw, with associated standard error, sew, for the max-to-mean ratios

WCk = max(IEal)/(IECkI) for the decimated set as a function of N = M/m. It is seen that for

W x and Wythe predicted and measured values agree fairly well, but that the measured W z is

significantly smaller than the estimated value. i Note furthermore that the standard deviation
I

on Wt is only about half the value for the stan~ard deviation on the W Ck for the field compo-

nents (a = x, y, z), and that the estima.ted uncertainties are rather conservative compared to the

standard errors, especially for T¥t. It is confirmed that the total maximum field strength can

be characterized with lower uncertainty than the maximum for the individual field components.

Likewise, the theoretical mean max-to-mean value JL~v of the mean-normalized total field is con-

siderably smaller than the corresponding values for field components: from 1.19 compared to 1.41

(difference 15.6%) at N = 3, to 2.04 compared to 3.08 at N = 400 (difference 51 %).

Fig 95 compares the measured max-to-mean rat~o (average of max-to-mean ratios for the three

individual Cartesian components), as a function of sample size N, with a number of theoretical

estimates obtained using different approaches. Ah analytical closed-form expression for the mean

max-to-mean ratio of field strength is difficult tQ obtain. Therefore, the mode [34, Sec C.!] and

median [50] of the max-to-mean distribution ha{,e been suggested as approximations which ap-

proach the mean as N -+ 00, as a consequence of the central limit theorem. Both statistics are

shown in the Figure as WI and W3, respectively. Alternatively, one can use the expression for the

mean max-to-mean energy density, after correction for the difference between the mean of the

square root of a random variable as compared to the square root of the mean of the variable,

according to [36, Sec 3.2.3]:
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( vI\E:i') = ~/(I"E: j2) (14)

(which satisfies the Schwarz inequality, viz. (JrE: 'f"I) .$ V{~), from which an expression

for the estimate2I W2 follows (see inset to Figure). The respective estimates WI, W2 and w3 each
appear to have their merit for predicting the measured max-to-mean accurately for a particular

range of values for N. Finally, an estimate W4 can be formulated based on the spectral band-

width fa, but because of the computational inaccuracies and presumptions regarding underlying

statistics [34, Sec 12.4] this estimate W4 is found to give less agreement. Making fa dependent on

N is expected to improve the accuracy of the estimate.

3.2.8 Field anisotropy

Simulated and measured planar22 and total field anisotropy coefficients are shown in Figs 96 and
97 as a function of wall position for M = 1200, respectively. Compared to the results for 2.5GHz,

one now notices closer agreement between measured field isotropy and ideal (statistical) field

isotropy; only the spread of the values of the measured Atot appears to be somewhat larger than

for the simulated Atot. The measured sample average values, avg(Aa{3), are shown in Figs 98 and

99; the absolute values of the bootstrap averaged coefficients, I (Aa{3) I, are given in Fig 100. The

mean and standard deviation plotted as a function of the number of wall steps show the familiar
decrease with N, in the mean. For M = 1200, we obtain the bootstrap estimates:

I(Axy)1 = -18.58dB;

.I(Ayz)1 = -17.10dBj

.I(Azx)1 = -15.82dBj

.I(Atot)1 = -16.27dB.

3.2.8.1 Effect of subsampling on field anisotropy coefficients Subsampled sweep data

were extracted from the full data set in such a way that the subsampled data are uncorrelated
using a decimation factor ma = 4, i.e. N = 300. On this basis a very similar stirring performance

is obtained when compared to the one for the full data set. For example, comparing I (Aafj)! and
!(Atot)1 in Fig 100 with Fig 101, the curves for N = 5.. .300 appear as almost scaled replicas

21Note that this correction is only partial because the factor .fi/2 applies to the mean field, not to the max-to-

mean ratio.
22The planes spanned by the transversely directed probe dipole elements and the transverse plane in [34, Sec 3]

for the open-ended waveguide for two directions are obviously parallel. Therefore, the present field probe results
should be compared to interpolated values for file 135 (r = 88mm) and file 136 (r = 98mm) in [34].
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of those for M = 5.. .1200, with only marginally larger23 average field anisotropies. The finer

structure of the latter, in comparison with the former, is a demonstration of the data autocor-

relation. However, the former show considerably larger uncertainties (standard errors), to such

an extent that all I (Aaj3) I and I (Atot) I are almost entirely within one standard error. Thus, the

economy gained through subsampling of a data set, i.e. choice of a larger stirrer step size, comes

at the expense of a significant increase in the uncertainty for the derived parameters, but does

not cause any significant decrease in the stirring performance.

The values of I(Aa/J)1 are markedly higher than in the case of open-ended waveguide measure-

ments [34, Fig 5.5]. This confirms the fact that reducing the aperture size of the receiver decreases

the degree of apparent field isotropy and, hence, of the perceived level of electromagnetic wave

chaos.

From the measured Aai3 the corresponding cdfs F Aap are computed, shown in Fig 102. The cdfs

for the planar anisotropies are equally close to the theoretical characteristics F AaP = (1 + aai3)/2,

as shown in the Figure. The measured total field anisotropy shows somewhat larger discrepancies

with the theoretical F Aeoe' confirming the conclusions of Sec 3.2.6.2. Again, reducing the data

decimation is seen to improve the match (Fig 103).

3.2.9 Field inhomogeneity

Figs 104 and 105 show the measured field inhomogeneity coefficients faa, as defined in Sec 3.1.9.2,
as a function of wall position. One notices a poorer coverage during the early part of the sequence

(T/AT < 400) for all three field components but particularly for IEzl. This results in values for

ftt and ftot below average in this part of the sample. The running averages are shown in Figs

106-109; the bootstrap averages are given in Figs 110-111. The good reverberation is further

confirmed by comparing the theoretical cdf with the measured sigmoidal cdf. The latter appears
centered around the theoretical cdf (Fig 113), but the swing is now considerably smaller than at

2.5GHz.

Spatial correlation3.2.10

The probe was withdrawn from its original position by 3mm to rl = 94mm, and the same
M = 1200 stirrer positions were generated. The cross correlation coefficients l!a{3 between IEa( ro)12

and IEa( rl)12 were then computed and bootstrapped for the full data set. They are shown in Fig

112. The theoretically expected spatial data correlation between both locations for the total field
is sinc(kLlr) ~ 0.956. It was found that the measured correlations are now considerably smaller.

23Deviations are partly due to the limited number of replicas being generated in the bootstrapping process, here
set to be 50.
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3.2.11 Spectral analysis

File 77 showed the estimates ({3a) of the spectral parameter as a function of the subsample

(partition) length M, using Bartlett smoothing of the psdf. Fig 118 and Fig 119 show the
same autospectral densities and the cross-spectral densities, together with 3rd-order exponential

fits l::;=Oexp[bi(",/~",)3-i], respectively. As for 2.5GHz, the decay is somewhat slower than

exponential at low frequencies. The associated normalized spectral bandwidths ca and fa at this
distance are tabulated in Tb119.

3.2.12 Upward threshold crossings and mean excursion lengths

Upward threshold crossing rates were calculated in [34, Sec 12.6, App C.2] for the pointwise power

density. In App G, the analysis is extended to allow for local averaging due to finite-sized antenna

apertures and finite stirrer steps (see also Sec 4.2). Here we compare the theoretical results with

measured data.

Fig 120 compares the measured upward threshold frequency v;j;(bjO'o) for the magnitudes of the

total field and the Cartesian field components to the theoretical24 dependencies given by (142)
and (145), respectively. A correct analysis would incorporate both local stir and local spatial

averaging simultaneously, but for simplicity we consider only type, viz. local stir averaging. The
theoretical v;j; for the total field is seen to match the measured crossing rate closely, particularly

for large values for b j 0'0. This can be expected on the basis of the asymptotic validity for b j 0'0.

The slight but consistent bias in the model towards overestimating the measured crossing rate for

large bjO'o is due to the fact that the (small) spatial averaging across the spatial averaging length

(dipole length) was not included. This would have shifted the theoretical curve marginally to the

left.

Fig 121 compares the measured and the theoretical mean excursion lengths for the total field

magnitude, now incorporating local spatial averaging, as well as for the Cartesian components,

assuming no local averaging. In both cases, the agreement is good. Note in particular that the

change in slope of E[£T(b/o-o)] for IEtl is being accurately predicted by (162).

2.No correct expression for the spatial correlation function of Cartesian field components is currently known.
Hence, no expression for "i has been derived at present. For comparison for the Cartesian components we therefore
assumed no local averaging [lIt(bjO'o)].
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4 Miscellaneous results

4.1 Distribution and statistics of input power

4.1.1 Averaging of insertion loss

In the analysis above, the measured field strengths were normalized by the square root of the

mean-normalized input power:

(15)

prior to mean-normalization by the average field strengths, (Eo). In this way, the stirrer data is

corrected for fluctuations in the incident power with stirrer position (Figs 3 and 70). The refer-

ence incident power is the source output power less the external losses, the reflection from the

cavity due to impedance mismatch at the cavity input port, random fluctuations (measurement

uncertainty) and possible drift of the power source. Since the source output power is held constant

(and has been verified to remain so within abou~ 5%) throughout the stirring process, variations
of Pi with stirrer position are mainly due to th~ variations in cavity input impedance and the

inevitable random measurement uncertainty. As stated before, the changes in input impedance

and, hence, in insertion loss are due to the rotating wall. These cause amplitude modulation of

the excitation, which may be considered as an el,ementary25 form of 'electronic source stirring'.

Our interest is naturally in statistical, not deterministic, changes of the input power. Usu-

ally, these changes are neglected by assuming that the input power is constant throughout the

stirring process. When antennas are positioned so as to illuminate a (mechanically static) corner
of a prismatic room, the statistical changes of the input impedance induced by the paddle wheel

rotating behind the antennas are relatively small so that this assumption is probably sufficiently

accurate. In our case of wall stirring, the Tx horn or waveguide face a rotating wall, hence,

changes in the wave impedance as a function of (r / ~r) are likely to be significant.

In general, (Po,rec/Pi) ~ (Po,rec)/(Pi) [29, Sec 3.1], [34, Sec 3]. To investigate the significance

of this difference for practical measurements, we calculated running averages of (Po,rec/ Pi) and

(Po,rec) / (Pi) across the interval [0, T] with r = 91mm, for f = 2.5GHz and f = 8.2GHz, which

are shown in Figs 62 and 114, respectively. Fig 1114 shows that at 8.2GHz, both quantities are in

effect almost indistinguishable. It was found that their absolute differences are less than 5% of

the standard deviation on Po,rec/ Pi, i.e.

25In the linear regime, these amplitude variations only result in the scaling of modal or wave amplitudes, i.e.

they do not give rise to a qualitative change in the field configuration or distribution.
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1 (Pa,rec/Pi) -«(Pa.re~/(Pi})r! I < 0.05

O"(Pa,rec/ Pi)

Thus, for this experiment, one can replace the mean of the ratio of power densities by the ratio

of their mean values. Whereas this simplifies the measurement in one manner in that there is no

need to track the input power for each stirrer position, the problem of finding an accurate esti-
mate for (Pi) from a single measurement of Pi or even from a selected number of stirrer positions
remains. If Pi is Gauss normal distributed (see Sec 4.1.2) this means that (Pi) is only known

within :I:32.2%, at the 95% confidence level, for a single measurement. This mayor may not

be acceptable for the required accuracy of the measurement. Consequently, the uncertainty for

parameters which depend on the average insertion loss (e.g. the composite cavity quality factor)

is large if the input power is not monitored constantly as will be illustrated below.

At 2.5GHz, however, the differences between the mean of the power rati026 and the ratio of the

power means becomes more distinct (Fig 62). Hence, the error caused by replacing the former by
the latter increases. This indicates that the fluctuation of Pi( T) is for the greater part determined
by the input impedance, which exhibits larger fluctuations for electrically smaller cavities.

Figs 63 and 115 show the composite quality factors27 (Q(/)} at f = 2.5GHz and f = 8.2GHz,

respectively, as calculated using both approaches, i.e.:

~~~ / ~ ),1,3 \ Pi
~

(Q)

and

16'111"2 {Pi}-~(Q') ;\3 (Pi)

together with the standard deviations O"Q and O"(Q) =: O"Q/ -1M. One notices that for large M, the

deviations I(Q') -(Q)I are of the order of O"(Q), at both frequencies. The differences are mainly

due to the difference in the loading of the Tx antenna, the effect of which is more masked by

higher wall losses if the frequency increases [45].
-~-

26Comparing Figs 62 and Fig 114, it might seem as if the average insertion loss decreases with increasing frequency,

which is clearly unphysical. The reason for the higher values at 2.5GHz is that a free space wave impedance was

assumed in calculating the (Fa), which is inaccurate for the relatively electrically small size of the chamber at this

frequency. The emphasis is here on the differences between the mean of power ratios and the ratio of power means,

rather than on their actual values which are only indicative per frequency.
27The same remark regarding the actual values of the Qs applies as in the case for the insertion loss, i.e. a

frequency-dependent scaling factor applies in both cases to get to the true Q factors, as a result of the inaccuracies

in the estimated effective wave impedance. Hence the Q values are expresses in arbitrary units (a.u.).
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The quality factor can also be computed from the, power density for the individual rectangular field

components, P a (a = x, y, z). Because the effec~ive antenna aperture is largely independent28 of

the radiation pattern in an isotropic environme*t, (17) and (18) can be used for all components

a. The results, shown in Figs 64 and 116, show comparable values for (Qa) and (Q~), but with

larger uncertainties as compared to those for (Q:) =: (QJ.

4.1.2 Distribution of input power

Monitoring Pi enables the statistics of the cavity reflection (return loss) ISlll to be determined,

supplementary to the conventional chamber characterization which only considers the transmis-

sion, IS211. Fig 117 shows the cdfof the standardized Pi at 8.2GHz. For comparison, the cdffor a

standard Gauss normal random variable and for the received powers PX,y,Z and Pt are also shown.

One notices close similarity with a Gauss normal cdf, but extreme values of the standardized Pi

appear underrepresented at the expense of values closer to the mean. Recall that the input power

is completely and linearly polarized along a fixed direction, hence the distribution of Pi should

be compared to the cdffor Px rather than Pt.

Effect of antenna aperture size on characterization of reverberation cham-
ber

Introd uction

Testing and characterization of reverbera.tion chl'J,mbers is generally performed using waveguides

and dipole, horn, jog-periodic, ...antennas having standard dimensions. Current EMC standards
[43, 44] do not specify or recommend Tx/Rx antenna size and its effect on measured chamber

performance. This might, wrongly, suggest that antenna size is not significant.

As mentioned before, the effect of increasing the Rx aperture size is the increase of the de-

gree of local spatial averaging of the stochastic fi~ld. An increase in the extent of local averaging
I

gives rise to an increase in the perceived level of reverberation, i.e. in the randomness and

uniformity of the statistical field. It is thuscon4luded that, as a result, if EUTs are being mea-

sured in the chamber using antennas that are $~gnificantly smaller or larger than the antennas

used for chamber calibration then undertesting ot overtesting of the EUT will result, respectively.

It is important to realize that the effects of loc4l averaging protrude for perfect statistical field
i

homogeneity as well. In the latter case, the cavj~y field can be modelled as pink noise integrated

over a nonzero length, area or volume i.e. as a, 'summation' of various noise time series. This

'sum' will then tend to a constant average value as the area of integration is increased, i.e. a

28This feature has recently been investigated in more detail in [39]
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decrease in the standard deviation on the measured value. Strictly, when investigating the effects

of spatial averaging for the synthetic aperture, the complex fields at arbitrary spatial locations

for corresponding stirrer positions should be measured and superimposed. However, when the

unstirred chamber itself is sufficiently well reverberating (i.e. electrically large and intrinsically

ergodic, e.g. a 2D or 3D stadium [14, 20]), then the scalar field magnitudes in such a chamber can

be considered as spatially random variables. Consequently, one is then justified in averaging the

energy densities at these locations for each stirrer position. The intrinsic ergodic properties are

only reached asymptotically, i.e. for sufficiently high frequencies, in nonintegrable cavity geome-
tries. Therefore, some error is inevitably introduced when averaging energy densities in practical

operational conditions. Thus, although the following illustrating measurements were taken with
the chamber exhibiting limited statistical field homogeneity, the procedure shows qualitative re-

sults whose quantitative accuracy increases as the extent of averaging decreases or the intrinsic

ergodicity is better approached. A more accurate investigation is possible when using a vector

network analyzer and antennas of different lengths.

A theoretical investigation of local averaging and its effects is given in App G.

4.2.2 Method

Data for 27 discrete locations, equally spaced a distance lOmm between locations along one

radius in the azimuthal plane at 2.5GHz (see Sec 3.1.9.2), were amalgamated to generate a syn-
thetic aperture of variable length 3.. .273mm and constant width 3mm. For IEzl, this procedure

simulates29 a linear dipole antenna of variable length. The synthetic aperture is realized via spa-

tial rms averaging of the individual data sets for arbitrary T, i.e. assuming a spatially perfectly

incoherent (random) field. For IE:z;1 and IEyl, the procedure yields an aperture of variable width

but constant length equal to the length of the dipoles.

Results4.2.3

Figs 122-129 show the effect of varying aperture size on various chamber parameters.

Fig 122 shows the sweep data for various aperture widths. As this width increases, so does
the local averaging i.e. the minima increase and maxima decrease in the sweep data.

Fig 123 compares the measured coefficients of variation Va for the full sample with the theo-
retical 'point' values for X2 and X6 distribution functions for the ideal chamber. It is clear that

a danger exists in interpreting chamber characteristics on the basis of this statistic only: the

29Realistic dipole antennas will show some deviation from the results presented here due to continuity of induced

current distributions, compared to spatially sampled fields and currents.
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measured values eclipse the theoretical values at some nonzero aperture size. Note also that the

Va are very sensitive to changes for small apertures.

Fig 124 illustrates that the match between theoretical and measured cdfs for the stirrer data

rapidly improves as the antenna aperture increases to about 43mm. Further increasing the aper-

ture causes the mismatch to increase again. This is further illustrated by the variation of the

cross correlation coefficients as a function of aperture size, shown in Fig 125. The mismatch for

the cdf of the total field field, however, is largely constant with respect to changing the aperture

size.

Figs 126-127 show the measured and average planar and total statistical field anisotropy co-

efficients Aaf3, respectively. The values of theAaf3 tend to be become more tightly clustered

around zero, and the value of Atot is overall lower in comparison with the 'point' measured value

in Fig 37. The magnitude of (Aaf3) is seen to decrease as the aperture size increases. This results

underpins the theoretical result of the effect of local averaging on wave chaos.

Fig 128 shows the variation of the insertion loss with aperture size, typically by about 4dB
across the measured range. This has important implications for the uncertainty for the mean

steady-state chamber quality factor.

Fig 129 shows the normalized spectral bandwidths Ca and £a A small but consistent mean in-

crease with aperture size is noted for snlall averaging lengths, as expected (App G). For larger

kT, the increase becomes saturated because theteverberant field is known to be less than perfect
i

at 2.5GHz in this chamber, hence the intrinsic calvity ergodicity and averaging of energy densities

are only approximately valid. The normalized ~pectral bandwidths are preferred measures for

'true' stirring performance, also because of their 'known theoretical values for ideal chambers [34,

Sec 12.4].

Although it is difficult to extrapolate the preseijt results to other frequencies and chamber par-
ticulars, it appears from these results that the maximum aperture should be kept as small as

possible, and certajnly well below 40mm ('" ;\/3) to yield results that are representative for true

'point' measurements. This is still one order of magnitude larger than the recommendation on
the basis of the normalized spectral bandwidtl~ (App G). If such limitation on the maximum

aperture size is not being observed (e.g. to limit, the cost of power amplification, requiring larger

antennas), then the uncertajnty on the chamber!characterization necessarily increases.
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4.3 Peak restoration and estimation of true maximum field strength

4.3.1 Cubic spline interpolation

The sample maximum of M equidistant sample: data points can inevitably only be an estimate

for the 'true' maximum for mode~stirred operation of the chamber, a value which does exist in

any realistic chamber3o and which could be determined if continuous (as opposed to discrete)

data were available. Finding the true maximum of the continuous trace is important because

even the transitions (rotations) between discrete stirrer positions (steps) are continuous, hence

the EUT will effectively be subjected to the m~imum of the continuous process, rather than to

the maximum of the discrete process. This true ~aximum is usually estimated statistically from

extreme value theory for order statistics, which ~re based on underlying continuous distributions.

However, these distributions presume ideal x~~) 4hamber field distributions. For imperfect cham-
ber operation, particularly at lower frequencies, an alternative method must therefore be sought.
The estimate depends on the sample autocorrelation, i.e. the stirrer step size, and (for nonsta-

tionary processes) the stirrer starting position. Experimentally, the 'true' ensemble maximum
could be found from sampled data by making an infinite number of experiments for different

stirrer positions (starting positions and stirrer steps), which is clearly an unrealistic task. As an

alternative, for a sufficiently small but finite stitrer step size, one may post-process the sampled

data by performing a high-performance data int~rpolation in order to find a better estimate for

the true sample maximum. This procedure will $ucceed provided the data points are spaced not

farther apart than half the reciprocal of the Nyquist frequency for the (unknown) mode-stirring
tuner sweep which is finite for any real chamber. In this case, the Whitakker-Kotelnikov-Shannon

sampling theorem for exact retrieval of the tuner sweep data for the mode-stirring is satisfied.

Various mathematical software packages offer a range of interpolation techniques of which cu-

bic spline interpolation usually yields the best ('smoothest') interpolated data. Fig 130 compares

the measured (discrete) and interpolated (smoothed) data, using the MATLABTM cubic spline

interpolator, for the first 40 data. points of the tr~ce of IExl at 2.5GHz. The interpolation is seen

to be especially effective in estimating the local ~xtrema in cases where a peak has been sampled

asymmetrically on both sides of it.

If mode-stirring sweep data are known in analogue, i.e. continu.°us functional form then superior

sampling schemes (e.g. Fourier sampling) other than the above standard 'point' sampling can

3OIn an idea.l reverberation chamber such is not the case, because the stirrer data would then be pure white,
i.e. having zero autocorrelation between different wall po~itions which allows for discontinuities in the stirrer data.

In any real chamber, no matter how small the imperfections, the data will always form a continuous trace on the

microsca.le, thus exhibitibng a finite maximum.
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be performed on these functions, in order to obtajn more accurate sampled data. The optimal31

sampling technique consists of projection of the tuner sweep on a set of orthonormal functions

(orthogonal or principal component or Karhunen-Loeve expansion). The latter depend on the

autocorrelation function of the tuner sweep. In the stir domajn, the optimum sampling function

h( T) for the stirrer data function IEa( T)I then follows as:

SIEoIIEol( ro)h(r) = i: L::~-SIEQIIEQI( rAJ -m~ rAJ)] eXp(jrAJT )drAJ

where SIEallEal = :F [PIEaIIEal(r)] (w) is the two-sided autospectral power density function of

IEcx(r)l. Here w is defined by the so-called reciprocal lattice of r [9]. However, sweep data are

only rarely available in analogue format as some form of digitization is almost always needed

to measure or store the sweep data. In this case, the best one can do is to construct near-

optimum transform data using one of several transformation techniques (Fourier-, cosine-, sine-,
...transformation) on the standard sampled data. Fortunately, for typica.llengths of stirrer data
(several tens of sample points or more), the differences with the optimum sampling results are

very small.

Digital Laplace filtering4.3.2

When sophisticated data interpolation routines are not available, simpler data processing tech-

niques can be devised that still give improved results for the estimation of the maximum of the

continuous trace. However, it is easily seen that simple linear interpolation will not give improve-

ment regarding estimation of the max-to-mean field strength: for two measurement points on

both sides of the 'true' peak, the linearly interpolated values will only take values between those

of the two measurement points. This yields an estimate that is worse than, say, the maximum of

both sample values.

One simple and powerful technique, also used in digital signal restoration and sharpening, is

the use of digital filtering based on the use of 2nd-order discrete Laplace operators. For use

in restoration of reverberation data, they have the key advantage over 1st-order differences of

being isotropic, i.e. independent of the rotation direction of the electric field in the course of the

stirring process. This makes them especially useful for application to vector random fields. The

1D 2nd-order Laplacian for a discrete stirrer data sequence Ea( T / 6T) is:

= Ea[(T+ ~T)/~T]+ Ea[(T -~T)/~T] -2Ea[T/~T],\72 Eo( T / ~ T , ~ T

following from two subsequent 1st-order differences. Since the sampling of the continuous tuner

sweep causes the high spatial frequency contents of the sweep to be eliminated (as a direct result

31as defined in the sense of minimizing the mean square error between the true and the sampled tuner sweep
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of the sampling theorem), the sampling causes, in particular, the loss of sharp features in the

sweep data, yielding a blurred version of the original tuner sweep. Assume then that the sampled

data E~( T) could equivalently be constructed, hypothetically, by adding to the (unknown) original

data Eo a small fraction <5 of the sum of field values at immediate32 neighboring points33, i.e.

Ea(T/~T,~T) = Ea(T/~T)+ 6{Ea[(T+ ~T)/~T]+ Ea[(T- ~T)/~T]}

then we can estimate the original tuner sweep by subtracting a small fraction ( of the Laplacian

of the blurred sequence from the blurred sequence itself:

E~(r/Llr,Llr) ~ (1- (V2) Ea(r/Llr,Llr

One usually takes ( = 6. The factor ( ~ 1 is to be determined empirically for best results: too

large a value emphasizes the peaks, giving unrealistic values. It is therefore recommended to

determine the value of ( from a comparison with spline interpolated data first.

Fig 130 shows the results, again for the first 40 data points of the sweep data for IExl at 2.5GHz.

The Figure compares the raw sampled data and interpolated data with the filtered data obtained

by subtracting 8% of the Laplacian of the sampled data from the sampled data itself (( = 0.08).
With reference to the raw measured data, it can be seen that sharper peaks occur, of about the

same magnitude as the spline-interpolated data, thus improving the estimation of the max-to-

mean ratio. Investigating many different stirrer sequences, we found ( = 0.08 to be a typical

value for reverberation processes. Note that the technique at the same time sharpens the local

minima, which can even become negative. For estimation of field strengths and power densities,

the technique should therefore be restricted to the definition and sharpening of maxima only.

5 Summary

The measurements with the Schmid & Partner electric field probe in the NPL untuned stadium

reverberation chamber confirm many of the results obtained previously based on energy den-

sity measurement [34, Sec 13]. The measurements and data analysis also lead to the following

additional observations:

1. At 2.5GHz, the field probe data are found to exhibit a spread s that is nearly inversely

proportional to the measured average field strength:

.for IExl and IEyl:

8x,y ~ 4.031E ,-0.86

.1.",y

8x,y ~ 1.741 E ,-0.94

.1.",y

(23)

(24)

(high amplification setting)

(low amplification setting)

32M ore sophisticated higher-order differencing schemes over extended data intervals could also be considered.
33For measurement by finite-sized field probes or antennas this is precisely the mechanism by which the electro-

magnetic imaging becomes blurred, as a result of local spatial averaging.
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.for IEzl:

~ 2.24IE%I-0.87

~ IE%I-1

Sz

8z

(high amplification setting)

(low amplification setting)

It is particularly noted that the proportionality constants differ by about a factor two

between dipole elements. Hence the noise performance is significantly less isotropic than
the quoted isotropy for the average field strengths.

2. At 2.5GHz, the inhomogeneity of the insertion loss in radial direction was determined based

on measurements at 25 positions equally spaced by 10mm along a radial direction down to

a distance of >'/3 from the cavity wall, each for M = 275 ("'"' N = 183) stirrer positions.

This inhomogeneity \vas found to be \vithin :i:3.3dB for IExl, within :i:4.0dB for IEyl, within

:i:2.0dB for IEzl and within :i:2.5dB for IEtl.

3. The field inhomogeneity coefficients show different radial dependencies for the three mea-

surement directions: the transverse (x, y) directions show a modulated quasi-periodic be-

haviour, whereas the variation of the z-component is smaller and not periodic.

4. Close to the wall, the stirring capability in a plane parallel to the plane which is locally

tangent plane to the wa.ll is hardly affected by the presence of the wall. Therefore, the widely
used' A/4'-criterion for minimum distance to the walls to achieve proper reverberation is a

criterion for full 3D field isotropy and homogeneity, not for field stochasticity. This implies
that EMC testing for directions parallel to the wall can still be done close to the cavity

wall, provided the input power is increased accordingly.

5. At 2.5GHz, the measured bootstrap-averaged field anisotropies for M = 275 samples (N =

183 equivalent independent samples) at radial distance r = 91mm are:

.I(Axy}1 = -lO.73dB (standard error = -15.2dB);

.I(Ayz}1 = -12.16dB (standard error = -15.3dB);

.I(Azx}1 = -19.77dB (standard error = -15.1dB);

.I(Atot}1 = -12.58dB (standard error = -14.8dB).

At r = 345mm, i.e. 5mm off the cavity wall:

.I(Axy)1 = -6.92dB (standard error = -14.9dB);

.I(Ayz)1 = -O.87dE3 (standard error = -17.6dB);

.I(Azx)1 = -1.43dl3 (standard error = -16.2dB);

.I(Atot)1 = -4.48dB (standard error = -15.5dB).
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6. At 8.2GHz the measured bootstrap-averaged values for the field anisotropy for M = 1200
samples (N = 400 equivalent independent samples) at the same location r = 91mm are:

.I(Axy)1 = -18.58dBj

.I(Ayz)1 = -17.10dBj

.I(Azx)1 = -15.82dB;

I (Atot) I = -16.27dB.

with comparable standard errors as for 2.5GHz. These average statistical field anisotropies

are somewhat larger than the values obtained using energy density measurements with a

larger Rx aperture [34, Sec 5.2]. This discrepancy demonstrates that the effect of a decrease

in the degree of spatial local averaging is a decrease in the perceived stirring quality of the

chamber. i!

7. The measured effect of local averaging has 1;>een further confirmed by theoretical calculations

of the variance function and scale of fluctuation, in the present case, and for the general

case through simulation of a synthetic Rx antenna with aperture of variable width, based

on probe 'point' measured data. This simulation confirms a decrease of field anisotropy

coefficients with increasing aperture size. '
Ii

8. Improper decimation of data gives rise to a better match between the theoretical and mea-

sured cumulative distribution functions of the mean-normalized field. This might, wrongly,

give the impression of better stirring being achieved in such cases. By contrast, the dis-

tribution of the deviations between the theoretical and measured cumulative distribution

functions is sensitive to the correct data decimation, because such a distribution deviates

farther from Gauss normality for decimatipns which are either too large or too small. The

use of distributions of deviations (pointwise cdf mismatch) is thus recommended over the

use of single test statis~ics (Kholmogorov~Smirnov, Cramer-von Mises, etc.). Proper deci-

mation should always be observed when c~mparing with ideal-chamber characteristics, and

more powerful decorrelation techniques need to be implemented.

9. The average field anisotropy coefficients are not markedly affected by the rate of subsampling
of the tuner sweep, although denser subsatnpling does help in reducing their uncertainties.

This suggests that such coefficients are more robust to residual correlation compared to

comparison of distribution functions.

10. The max-to-mean ratio for the total electric field can be characterized with an uncertainty
that is about a factor two smaller than for any of the field components.
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11. Differences, though relatively small, are found between the mean of the ratio of received

power to input power, compared to the ratio of the mean received power to the mean input

power. The differences are larger at 2.5GHz than at 8.2GHz.

12. The use of cubic spline interpolation or digital Laplace filtering for post-processing of the

measured data enables one to estimate the max-to-mean ratio for mode-stirred operation
more accurately, in particular for less than perfect chamber operation conditions.

13. Numerical simulation of a noncorrugated 3D stadium using a finite-integration technique

shows that the field uniformity (both field isotropy and homogeneity) is weakest near the

cylindrical axis of the chamber and, particularly, near its center point. This underlines the
fact that a chamber devoid of symmetries offers the best prospect for good reverberation.

14. Predicted and measured level crossing statistics for the total field or total power density

show good agreement at 8.2GHz. The extensions of the theory given here to incorporate

finite local averaging levels allow these statistics to be used in a realistic measurement

set-up, showing second-order dependence on the averaging length.

6 Conclusions

The statistical analysis of stirrer data for individual field components and total field at 2.5GHz

and 8.2GHz confirms the findings in [34]. Field anisotropy coefficients are found to enable rever-

beration quality to be assessed with great sensitivity, even when alternative methods (matching
of cdfs, max-to-mean ratios within 95%,99% confidence intervals, ...) show the reverberant field

as 'very good' and make further distinction of performance and uncertainty levels very difficult.
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A Distributions, statistics and extreme values of field and en-

ergy density distribution functions

For easy reference, we list results for four particular cases of particular practical importance.

Expressions are given for distributions and statistics of mean-normalized stirrer dataX , the mean-

normalized maximum WN and mean-normalized minimum UN for a sample of N independent
data points.

A.I Energy density for single field component

Pdf, cdf, mean, variance, coefficient of variation of mean-normalized field X (X~ distribution):

fx(x) =

Fx(x) =
(1/2)exp(-x/2)
1 -exp( -x /2)

2J],X

0-1

=

= 4

1IIX =

Pdf, cdf, mean, variance of mean-normalized maximum energy density34 W N:

fWN(WN)

FWN(WN)

=

=
N[Fx(WN)]N-I !X(WN) = N[l- exp( -WN)]N-Iexp( -WN)

[Fx( WN)]N = [1- exp( -wN/2)]N
N

Ek-l
Ik=l I

Jl,WN =

I + InN + (2N)-1

1/2"t + InN + AT -I
N(N + 1)

19/80
N(N + l)(N + 2)

9/20

2
O"WN

-

1/2 1/6

3tExpressions (34) and (35) are due to [45].

:;;;:2 N ( N + 1) ...(N + m -1)

1/12 1/12
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where I ~ 0.57722... is the Euler constant.
Pdf, cdf, mean, variance of mean-normalized minimum energy density UN:

(36)

(37)

(38)

(39)

Energy density for total fieldA.2
Pdf, cdf, mean, variance, coefficient of variation of mean-normalized field X (X~ distribution):

(41)

(42)

(43)

(x2/16)exp(-x/2)

1- (1 + x/2+ x2/8)exp( -x/2)

fx(x) =

Fx(x) =

= 6/.Lx

O"k = 12

1/../3 = 0.577350vx =

Pdf, cdf, mean, variance of mean-normalized maximum field WN:

(45)

(46)

!WN(WN) = (Nwh/16) [1- (1 + wN!2 + wh/8)exp( -wN/2)]N-lexp( -wN/2)

FWN(WN) = [1- (1 + wN/2 + wh/8)exp( -WN/2)]N

(47)(N,WN~l)~JlWN

Pdf, cdf, mean, variance of mean-normalized minimum field UN:

(Nu~/2)exp(-NuN/2)!UN( UN) ='

FUN(UN) =

dUN
JLUN

=

tS J

1- [(1 + uN/2 + uh/8) exp( -UN/2)]N

N-l N-k-l 1+00
}: }: C k C ' 2-(3N+3k+I-2)N u2k+I+3exp

( -NuN/2)duNN-l N-k-l N
0

k=O 1=0

N-l N-k-l k 1 (2k+l+3)!
}: }: CN-l CN-k-l 23N+k-5 N2k+I+2
k=O 1=0
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(2k + 1 + 3)!2
O"UN

=

C

k C1
N-I N-k-l 23N+k~

N-l N-k-l
L L

k=O 1=0
N-l N-k-l (2k + 1 + 4)!
L L C~-l Ckr-k-l 23N+k-6 N2k+i+3

k=O 1=0

A.3 Field strength for single field component

Pdf, mean, variance, coefficient of variation of mean-normalized field X (X2 distribution):

(52)

(53)

(54)

(55)

(56)

fx(x)

Fx(x)

It""
2

O"x

= x exp( -x2 /2)

= 1- exp(-x2/2)

= ;;i2 ~ 1.253314. ..

= 2 -(11" /2) ~ 0.429203...

= V(4/;5-=1" ~ 0.522723...Vx

Pdf, mean, variance, coefficient of variation of mean-normalized maximum field W N

!WN(WN) =

J1,WN =

~

2
aWN

~

Pdf, cdf, mean, variance of mean-normalized minimum field strength UN:

!UN(UN) = N~Nexp[-Nuh/2]

FUN(UN) = 1- exp[-Nuh/2]

= Vtr/(2N)

= (2- 11" /2)/N

(60)

(61)

(62),uUN
2

O"UN

A.4 Field strength for total field

Pdf, mean, variance, coefficient of variation of mean-normalized field X (X6 distribution)

(x5/8)exp(-x2/2)

15,fi"i /16 ~ 2.349964. ..

fxCx) =

JLx =

N ~WN[I- exp(-wh/2)]N-lexp( -wh/2)
2
N-l ( -I )k Ck

N'\:"""' N-l
6 (k + 1)3/2

Fw~(1/2)= V(4/;)ln[I-(1/2)1/NJ-1
N

(4/11') L k-2 -J1WN( WN)
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O"} = (1536 -45011')/256 ~ 0.477669...

= V1536/(4501l') -1 ~ 0.294100...

(66)

(67)Vx

Pdf, mean, variance, coefficient of variation of mean-normalized maximum field WN:

!WN(WN) = C (N/8)JL~wRrexp[-(JLXWN)2/2].

{ 1 -[1 + (JLXWN)2/2 + (JLXWN)4 /16] exp[ -(JLXWN)2 /2] }N-l (68)

P,WN and O"WN are best calculated through numerical integration. A reasonable approximation

for P,WN is given by the point of inflexion of the factor between curly brackets in Eqn (68) as a

function of W N, raised to its (N -1 )th power and divided by P, x. Alternatively, the mode of the

distribution may be used as an approximation for P,WN'

It may be expected that the square root of the max-to-mean power density can serve as a good

approximation for the estimated field strength. In doing so, however, the true value appears to
be systematically underestimated.
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B Low-cost conversion of anechoic chambers into reverberation

chambers

One of the prime ad vantages of a mode-stirred or mode-tuned reverberation chamber as an EM C
test facility, in comparison with open-area sites, full-size or compact (semi- ) anechoic chambers,

etc. is its low cost in manufacturing, installation and operation. It may therefore seem irrational
to search for ways in which to generate reverberant fields by starting from an expensive anechoic

or semi-anechoic enclosure. However, anechoic chambers are well-established and therefore often

already in place in a test laboratory. One may wish to convert them, in an easily reversible

manner if possible, into a reverberation facility. Such conversion not only saves on the cost of

building an extra facility, but may also be inevitable, e.g. because of laboratory space or site limi-

tations. Secondly, reverberation chambers do offer a more stringent test capability with respect to
random incidence [30], so the conversion gives the user the benefit of an additional test capability.

The possibilities for conversion are restricted by the absorber lining of the room, which one

generally prefers not to remove, thus (a) making high-field strength generation and testing haz-
ardous or impossible and (b) preventing wall reflections which assist in setting up a random field
in a dedicated reverberation chamber.

One way of generating a random field that mimics a reveberant field is by using a set of inco-

herent sources (e.g. noise sources) inside the anE!choic chamber, distributed at differentlocations
across the chamber. The superposition of their fields at the test location will therefore also be

incoherent. For example, three dipole or horn antennas (or pairs thereof), placed equidistantly
and in mutually orthogonal positions to the EUT (possibly on opposite sides of it for each pair,

if bidirectionality of propagation is required for the testing) and with mutually orthogonal di-

rections of polarization will generate a quasi-raJldom field in any three mutually perpendicular

directions. Each antenna is driven by a separate35 noise source, contributing to a total field that is

locally reverberant. One could also consider a set of mutually perpendicular incoherent antennas

combined and located into a single location ('concentrated isotropic source'). The use of a single

noise source, well-known in acoustic reverberatidn practice, has recently been suggested and used

in EM reverberation chambers to create or enhance a stochastic cavity field [29].

Although the generation of random polarization and field isotropy (polarization uniformity) can

be done using a small number of sources, the level of field homogeneity (spatial uniformity) and

illumination isotropy (k-uniformity) is strongly dependent on the number of sources used, be-
cause these fields exhibit a r-l-dependence. For small EUTs it may be sufficient to use a limited

3!iDriving all antennas by a single noise source would make the field coherent.
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number of sources. It is well worth noting that the thus obtained EM field can only be par-

tially reverberant (incoherent), because mutually orthogonal components of the electric field and
magnetic field will remain correlated, unlike in true reverberation fields [46]. However, for EUTs

which predominantly respond to either E or H, this should not pose a real problem as far as the

generation of test conditions is concerned.

In estimating the effect of room absorption o~ the reverberation performance, one notes the

analogy with a damped harmonic oscillator excited by white noise. Calculation shows that the

normalized spectral bandwidth of this system will increase with increasing absorption.
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c

In [34, Sec 4], we presented some results on mode count and mode density in arbitrarily shaped

cavities. A key result is the expression for the mode density:

~ = ~ (£) 2 +
[_--:!.-- J r ~ + (61rC)-1 r [1r- <p(I)][1r- 5<P(I)]dl

]df c C 31rC ) S=8V u( S) } L=8S (69)
cp(l)

where dN is the number of modes within a frequency interval df, g is the average radius of

curvature of the incremental surface element ds and <p is the dihedral internal angle along the

incremental edge dl of a cavity of volume 1/ with total surface area S and total edge length L.

At low frequencies, the term between brackets in (69) is dominant and should be maximized.

Because the surface integral appears with the negative sign, one requires a maximization of l!( s).

If all walls are flat (l! = 00), the term vanishes. Unfortunately, this clashes with requirements

for large intrinsic cavity ergodicity, which requires the use of curved panels. A good intrinsic

reverberation chamber i.e. one that requires relatively little stirring to achieve an adequate ran-

domized field, should be based on a judicious combination of straight and curved wall panels [34,

Sec 3]. Such a combination forms the key to gocl>d chamber design36.

We are therefore left with maximizing the line integral. By keeping its integrand constant but

increasing the total edge length L, e.g. by adding of (flat) metal panels inside the room, the

chamber quality factor and usable volume decrease. This should therefore be done with care.

Alternatively, one can seek to maximize the integrand, per edge, so that the total edge length

can be kept minimal. The integrand is shown as a function of <p in Fig 131. The worst effect

on low-frequency mode density occurs for <p = 7r I v'5 (-80.5deg), where the integrand reaches its

minimum, -( J5 -1 )27r ~ -4.800. The integrand increases without bound the smaller <p is taken,

below the first zero at 7r / 5 or, to a lesser extent, the larger <p is taken above the second zero at

7r. Hence one could design a room with a ground plan whose corners satisfy both conditions.

Consider, for example the 'bow-tie' room, whose ground plane is made up of bow-tie segments as

shown in Fig 132, where each internal angle is either smaller than 7r / 5 or larger than 7r. In prac-

tice, the acute angles cannot be decreased without bound however, because their walls rapidly

form a waveguide below cut-off, making the corner regions of the room not contributing and,

hence, ineffective. Alternatively, in the conversion of existing rooms it may prove useful to line

the walls of the room with many short 'sharp' cones or pyramids with small opening angles so that

their surface forms external angles 27r -<p ~ 27r, i.e internal with respect to the room. Care must

36This is a result of the fact that the reflection of waves off the curved sections causes longer ringing in comparison

with cavities with flat walls only, hence the decay is longer. In cases where rounding of corners or edges of cavity

walls is not desirable, one could consider making the paddle blades curved.
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be taken not to decrease V significantly in this process, as this would affect the performance at

higher frequencies adversely. Dihedral angles between 36deg and 180deg, particularly the 90deg
angles of prismatic cavities, yield a negative integrand and reduce the mode density. They should

therefore be avoided when possible. Angles in excess of 180deg, i.e. convex conducting scatterers

inside the room, always assist in increasing the LF mode density.
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D Use of nonreciprocal loading for enhanced reverberation per-

formance

The number of independent boundary conditions that can be generated in the mode mixing pro-
cess can be increased by making use of nonreciprocal devices. This can be understood as follows.

In a travelling-wave model of a reverberation chamber, the field at a given location is built

up by a large number of component fields (wavelets) that are associated with waves propagat-

ing 'up' and 'down' along a multitude of directions. By influencing how these waves propagate

through the chamber (rather than, or in combination with, influencing their reflection by chang-
ing the boundary conditions through stirring), one obtains a different total field each time the

propagation conditions are changed. In the limit for an unlimited number of such changes being
possible, one arrives again at a statistically reverberant field.

Propagation conditions can be changed, for example, by passing waves through a nonreciprocal

medium, e.g. by placing an electromagnet37 placed inside or around a chamber. By produc-
ing a constant magnetic flux 11. inside a subregion inside the cavity and reversing its polarity

and/or changing its magnitude, this will affect those wavelets that travel across the 11.-region. In
fact, such 11. could be given arbitrary directions making the number of possibilities for generating

new boundary conditions virtually unlimited (e.g using three mutually orthogonal electromagnets

driven by a pseudo-random noise generator to yield a statistically and spatially random biasing

11.-field). Reversing the polarity of the feeding current, translating/rotating the coil etc. produces
the necessary changes. This method can be called electronic nonreciprocal stirring. Even for a
constant 11. the reverberant field is expected to be superior to a chamber without a constant 1I:

two paths crossing the place of the electromag{l:et will be affected differently depending on the

angle between the wave vector ki and 1I upon incidence with the electromagnet. Even single
modes will be affected differently, e.g. depending on whether a single 'bouncing ball' eigenstate

travels parallel and anti-parallel to the direction of 1I the mode will be affected differently.

Regarding size and placement, the same criteria apply as for mechanical stirrers because the aim

is to maximize its impact on the local field. Thus, the coil should be electrically large and placed

where the unstirred field exhibits a high energy density.

In this respect, its is worth mentioning that it c3jn be shown that in the high-frequency limit, the

variance of the mode fluctuations with respect to the Weyllaw for nonreciprocal systems is only

half that for corresponding reciprocal systems [31, Eqns (57)-(58)]. In other words, nonreciprocal

systems are expected to follow the Weyllaw for mode density more closely than reciprocal sys-

37Whereas a ferrite-loaded coil will produce higher flux densities but with additional total chamber losses, a
(large) air coil minimizes the introduction of chamber losses. For the same reason, the use of unbiased ferrites
should be avoided.
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terns. Of course, this reduction in fluctuations does not affect the wave-chaotic properties, which

are entirely governed by the distribution of these fluctuations rather than by their magnitudes.
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E A utofiltering

We note the following feature of CW overmoded cavities, which appears not to have been noted

before and which may have a profound effect on the mode density, chamber characterization and

practical reverberation performance.

It is commonly assumed that all modes within the BW Q of the measurement system will take

part38 in the cavity excitation. For steady-state CW excitation, the cavity field must be periodic,

by definition, being a eigensolution of the wave equation. However, in general the superposition of
two or more eigenmodes with arbitrarily related eigenfrequencies will not yield a periodic signal.

Only those modes whose frequencies are pairwise interrelated as a rationap9 fraction can coexist

and hence contribute to a periodic total field (e.g. [23, Sec 1.2]). As a result, modes whose fre-

quencies are interrelated as irrational numbers will be suppressed for steady-state excitation and

will appear as 'missing' in the cavity spectrum. This phenomenon we call autofiltering. Apart

from additional obscuring of resonances due to line broadening, such autofiltering may, at least in

part, be responsible for apparently 'disappearing' resonances, which were already observed dur-

ing early reverberation experiments with cubic overmoded microwave cavities [7] where measured
resonance frequencies were compared with theoretically predicted values.

Furthermore, resonances that 'go missing' for steady-state CW excitation can re-emerge in the
spectrum when the source is switched off. Due to mode coupling, the permissible (sustajned)

resonances couple energy to the resonances that are forbidden in CW regime which can now

coexist with the 'allowed' resonances because of the absence of the periodic boundary-value con-
ditions. This makes CW pulse decay yet more complex: not only does every 'allowed' resonance

decay with its own decay time, it may also trigger modes that did not exist at the time when the

excitation was switched on and couple energy to them.

In determining the autofiltered spectrum of n c-.vity modes, a total of n( n -1)/2 pairwise inter-

comparisons must be made. The retained permissible pairs must subsequently be weighted by the

composite resonance characteristic. For example, the intercomparison with the center frequency

will yield the largest weight in the overall spectrum. The difficulty is in deciding on whether two

resonance frequencies are related as rational or irrational numbers, especially when the eigenvalue

problem to the cavity in question has to be solved numerically, i.e. with finite numerical accuracy

(see App F). Secondly, it has been known for some time that very small perturbations to an

idealized geometry already produce substantial shifts in the observed resonance frequencies [7].

38after weighting in accordance with the system resonance characteristic, which acts as a transfer function for
the individual modes [34, Secs A.l, A.3].

39Modes with irrationally related frequencies give rise to so-called almost-periodic signals [23, Sec 1.2].
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Thus, the realistic cavity may already possess a eigenspectrum -'before' autofiltering -that is

different from the theoretical one, even when applying tight mechanical tolerances to the con-

struction. Therefore, any CW excited cavity will autofilter the spectrum in its own very complex

but deterministic manner.

The main practical conclusion of this phenomenon is that, in the highly overmoded case, a fixed

fraction of modes is excluded from the stirring process for steady-state excitation, thus reducing

the actual mode density compared to the theoretical density that would apply if all cavity modes

within the Q-bandwidth were able to coexist.

Autofiltering is a feature of CW excitation, and does not necessarily exist for pulse (i.e. wide-

band) excitation. This may partially be responsible for the discrepancy observed in the measured
Q-factor for CW evaluation as opposed to the value derived from pulse excitation [34, Tbl 5].
The latter potentially allows for more modes within the BWQ to participate, hence for longer

ringing and thus higher Q c.
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F Numerical eigenmode analysis of the stadium reverberation

chamber

F.l Cavity spectrum using MAFIA TM electromagnetic simulator

In [34, App A] we used the spherical resonator, because of its integrability, as a first approxima-

tion in the estimation of the mode count, mode density, modal and composite quality factors,
bandwidth per mode etc. of the stadium charqber. Since the stadium is nonintegrable, one has
to take recourse to the wideband measurement of the cavity spectrum or to numerical computa-

tion for its eigenmode analysis. We performed a numerical simulation using the E-module of the

finite-integration time-domain code MAFIA TM. A non corrugated aluminium 3D stadium with
hemispheres of radius R = 350mm and a centraJI circular cylindrical section of height a = 175mm

was modelled. This closely resembles the champer in our experimental set-up, with exception of

the the wall mounted wave diffractors which are difficult to model accurately, and the octago-

nal cylindrical section which was modelled as a circular cylinder to avoid difficulties in joining
the cylinder to the circular bases of the hemispheres. Fig 133 shows 112 resonances at the low

end of the spectrum of the stadium obtained With MAFIA TM. The resonances exhibit twofold

degeneracy, within the user-defined numerical ~ccuracy for the resonance frequencies (0.1%), as
a result of the cylindrical symmetry. The first resonance is found to be at f = 331.2MHz. Tbl

20 lists the first six resonance frequencies. In Fig 134, the cumulative mode count obtained from
the MAFIA TM simulation is compared with the classical Weyl formula:

87rV ( / )31 N = -;;- ; 1+ constant

where V = (411" R3/3) + (11" R2a), and with the extended Weyl formula for the 3D stadium [34, SecA.l]: 

I

Figs 135-146 show the spatial distributions oflthe total electric field and total magnetic flux

density in three central plane cuts. The legend to the left of the plots indicates the mode number

and field type (e.g. B_1 signifies the magnetic flux of the first (i.e. fundamental) mode). Figs
147-149 and 150-152 show the magnitude and direction of polarization of these electric and mag-
netic quantities at 2.5GHz and 8.2GHz in a cross-section of the cavity, respectively. From these
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and more extensive simulations, an increase in frequency is found to cause the region of relative

inhomogeneity to concentrate around the cylindrical axis. Perhaps surprisingly, the center region
is at the greatest distance from the cavity wall, suggesting that maximum reverberation quality

(field uniformity) should be expected in this region. That this is not the case is to be explained
by the fact that the key to good mode-stirring is the principle of 'breaking symmetry', hence by

measuring at locations away from the cavity symmetry axis.

Funda.mentallimitations exist in finding the c()lnplete spectrum of the stadium through numer-
ical computation. The simulator uses a Cartesian mesh, and therefore approximates the curved
walls of the hemispheres as staircased boundaries. Because of the EM boundary conditions, the

numerically obtainable resonances are necessaxily constrained by the step size of the staircase. As
a result of the discretized geometry, the difference between two computed consecutive resonances
cannot be smaller than one half \vavelength that corresponds to the unit step of the staircase,

on average. Hence the number of numerical resonances obtained after one simulation depends

on the mesh size. Results obtained using 10,000 meshing elements take approximately 15h run

time on a UNIX UltraSPARC-II (2 x 360MHz, 128MB) workstation for computing the first 112

eigenmodes. Decreasing the resolution of the mesh was found to reduce the number of modes
significantly. The frequency of missing modes increases more rapidly as their frequency increases.

Although in the high-frequency limit the mode count solely depends on the cavity volume (thus,
in particular, being independent of the staircasing), according to the Weyl formula, the lower part
of the spectrum does depend on the details of the geometry and its numerical implementation.

The module also allows for small losses of the cavity walls to be incorporated, yielding nu-

merical estimation of dissipated power and quality factors for each individual mode based on a

perturbation analysis. The thus obtained Q-factors for the first six modes are shown in Tbl 20.

F.2 Optimization of stadium parameter for maximum Kholmogorov entropy

Numerical analysis of a 2D ,stadium has been performed earlier [17] in which the maximum

Lyapounov number A was computed as a function of the stadium parameter '")' = a/ R, as a

measure for EM chaos. It was found that Amqx rapidly increases as '")' increases from 0 to 1,

reaching a maximum Amax ~ 0.43 at '")' = 1, and then slowly decreases as '")' is further increased

beyond 1. For our set-up, in which '")' = 0.25, we have Amax ~ 0.32. No numerical optimization

of '")' for our 3D chamber was performed at this$tage.
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Local averagingG

Introd uction

G.!

Fundamental uncertainties exists in the measur~ment of statistical properties of reverberant fields.

In the spatial domain, the uncertainties are caused by the nonzero size of the aperture of a field
or power sensor. In the temporal (i.e. stir) domain, the uncertainties are a result of the nonzero

width of the sampling interval (for mode stirring) or nonzero stirrer step size (for mode tuning)

[34, Sec 12.2]. These finite widths give rise to local spatial and temporal averaging, respectively.
Quantifying the extent of local averaging is crucial to allow for a correct interpretation of EMC

test results and to accurately predict chamber-characteristics such as maximum-to-mean ratio for

the field, normalized spectral bandwidth, threshold crossing frequency, excursion lengths, etc. in

the chamber calibration.

Local averaging smoothens 'events' in stirrer data, i.e. it rarefies the occurrence of local maxima

and minima for the field or energy density at specific spatial locations and/or stirrer positions.

This results in those EUTs which cannot (or may not be required to) withstand 'widely' spread
(i.e. spatially 'large' scale) and/or 'long' term "high' exposure to be more likely to fail the test.

On the other hand, EUTs which cannot (or may not need) withstand 'strongly' localized and/or
'short' term (i.e. pulsed) 'high' intensity expdsure may inadvertently pass the test because of

local averaging effects. Neither situation is desirable and thus averaging should be either mini-

mized so as to conform to the test specification ()r, at least, properly quantified and accounted for.

Many EMC test articles can be considered as EUTs with internal spatial averaging, such as those

in which conduction currents flow along at least one dimension (e.g. printed circuit boards). (The

averaging is generally three-dimensional. We w~lllimit our discussion here to ID local averaging,
although the concepts and methodology are readily extendible to vector processes.) By contrast,
point-wise reacting test articles (e.g. conduction-free dielectric material specimens) do not exhibit

spatial averaging effects.

Similar considerations regarding local averagiltg apply to the stir domain. If the chosen stir-

rer step is too large (in mode-tuned operation) of if the sampling rate is too large (in mode-tuned

operation), such that the number of data pOillts M is well below the number of 'equivalent',

'independent' stirrer positions, N, then the tuner sweep will appear smoothened in comparison

with the tuner sweep obtained for M = N.
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G.2 Measures of local averaging in spatial and stir domain

G.2.1 Variance function

G.2.1.1 General local averaging Local averaging ofa given process X(t) can be considered

as a partitioning of data in intervals of width T. Thus, a mapping of X (t) onto the local averaged

process XT(t) can be defined. Consequently, local averaging reduces the sample variance Ut in

comparison with its value U5 for the original (nonpartitioned, point-wise) data4o. The effect can

be quantified by introducing the variance function IT for a spatial or temporal window of width
T [21, Sec 5], [34, Sec 12.6]:

IT =

(72)

and may hence serve as an alternative measure for the autocorrelation. One recognizes in the
second equality in (72) a Cesaro integral, as encountered in the theory of ergodicity. This second
equality only holds provided x(t) is stationary at least in the wide sense. Note that "YT = 1 if

p(r) = 1 for all r, i.e. for a deterministic field X(t) (ax = axr = 0).

A proper, possibly composite correlation model for general reverberation chambers must take

account of the characteristics of the short-to-medium-term reverberation process (exponential

decay of energy density with time) as well as the long- term reverberation (exponential energy
decay or decay inversely proportional with time when the absorption is nonuniform41). The use

of the ensemble acf is recommended over the sample acf, because of the large variance that exists

for the latter.

The coefficient of variation, (7 = 0'7/ JL, scales in accordance with the standard deviation, because

the mean is not influenced by local averaging. Hence J"A{i is at the same time a measure of the

change in (7 for the process when subjected to local averaging. Therefore, a measured value for

(T which is significantly lower than its theoretical value may be due to a considerable level of

local averaging in the measured process, among other possible origins e.g. understirring [33].

G.2.1.2 Variance function for stirrer step In good approximation, an on average expo-
nential energy decay in the spectral stir (i.e. Fourierw-) domain was found in [34, Sec 12.2] for the

40We will sometimes denote u~ simply by sigma2 in the following.
41The latter only contributes in intrinsically chaotic (nonintegrable) chambers as observed in [26] and [34, Sec

10.2.2].
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reverberation process42: g( U)) = ,B exp( -,BU)) Wl" h U) > 0" On application of the Wiener- Khinchine

theorem, the associated stirrer autocorrelatio function for the energy density is then obtained
after inverse Fourier cosine 43 transformation s [40]:

Substitution of (73) into (72) yields:

The variance function enables one to estimate he reduction in the variance for the stirrer data

as a function of the width of the averaging inte val. Especially valuable is the inverse procedure

(inverse local averaging), in which estimates fo idealized point measurements are obtained from
measurements over small but finite widths of the sensor aperture and stirrer step size. This

enables stirrer data obtained using different s irring methods and/or stirrer step sizes and/or

sensors to be compared on an equal footing. I addition, it yields more accurate estimates for

the statistics of the random field to which the jUT is being exposed.

For our earlier horn antenna measurements a 8.2GHz with T = 2.60mrad and {3 = 0.0178

[34, Tbl 7], (74) yields IT = 0.996, i.e. O"T = 0.9980"0. The present electric field probe mea-

surements at this frequency with T = 4.33mr d and {3x = 0.0127, {3y = 0.055 and {3z = 0.049

yield ITz = 0.981, ITI/ = 0.999 and ITz = O. 99, i.e. O"Tz = 0.9900"0x, O"TI/ = 0.9990"0y and

O"Tz = 0.9990"0z, respectively. Clearly, in this ex pIe, the effect of finite stirrer step size is negli-

gible in both cases as compared to the point pr cess, i.e. one with vanishingly small step size.

To understand the effect of data decimation ft r 'small' stirrer steps, we can expand (74) for
T = mT', yielding: [,Ill

(mY' / .8l2
6

')'T' :::j 1 - (mT' /{3 ~ 1
--- t42Compared to [34, Sec 12.2] we here use a different n rmalization, i.e. such that Jo= g(l.;)dl.; = 1.

43When using the two-sid~d normalized spectral densit s(I.;), ~he inverse.Fourier transform~tion should .be tak~n:

p( T) = (27r):F-l[S(1.; )]( T). SInce the acf and psdf are eve functions of their arguments, the Inverse Founer cosme

transformation can in this case be rescaled to an inverse Fourier transform.
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showing a quadratic dependence on the decimation factor m for small averaging intervals. There-
fore, upon local averaging the standard deviation of the stirring process decreases from unity, to

first approximation, as -/1- (mY' /fJ)2/6 ~ 1- (mY' /fJ)2/12.

For the magnitude of the total field, a rigorous expression for p( T) is as yet lacking. However, we

may again use (73) and, hence, (74) for all practical purposes (Fig 155), because the differences

which exist between PIEtl(T) and PIEtI2(T) appear to be of second order, across the entire range

for T, and are decreasing for increasing frequency (compare measured values of "YT for lEt and

IEtl2 in Figs 9 and 74).

G.2.1.3 Variance function for sensor aperture Consider the spatial acf for the energy

density (squared magnitude) associated with the total electric or magnetic field [50]:

p( T) = sinc2( kT

with k = 21r / >.. Substitution of (76) into (72) yields:

-2 sinc2( kT) -~~(kT)2 - Ci( 2kT)
-lkT)2

2 Si( 2kT)
kT

")'7 = "Y

(kn2
where Si(x) = f;sinc(u)du and Ci(x) = fxOOcosc(u)du with sinc(u) = sin(u)/u and cosc(u) =

cos( u)/u are the standard sine and cosine integral functions, respectively [32, Sec 35], and where

")' = 0.57722... is the Euler constant. In deriving (77), use was made of the results:

cos(2u) -1

2u
J sinc2( u )du = Si(2u) +

Ci(2u) + In( u)J U sinc2( u )du =
2

Fig 154 shows "YT as a function of kT. Compared to "YT for local stir averaging in Fig 153, "YT is

now found to be marginally larger44 for intermediate values of the normalized interval width kT

replacing T / {J (see in particular the insets to Figs 153 and 154), but the asymptotics are identical

{{The question may arise as to whether this difference does not violate the ergodicity of the mean, which can be

loosely stated as stir averages and spatial averages being equal for almost all (i.e. except for a set of zero weight)
cavity field configurations. Note, however, that this condition should only be met as an asymptotic scalar solution
(geometrical optics), for we do not claim microwave cavities at finite frequencies to be perfectly ergodic. We do

note, however, that the curves in Figs 153 and 154 reach their asymptotics in the same manner, i.e. they coincide

for kT, T / f3 ---00 and kT, T / f3 ---0, which are the only two values for kT and T / f3 that can occur asymptotically.

Therefore, ergodicity is not violated.
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in both cases. Thus, for processes which are ergodic in their first- and second-order statistics, one

can conceive local stirrer averaging over the stirrer 'arc' (in mode-tuning) or sampling width (in

mode-stirring), Tatir, with spectral parameter {J as being nearly equivalent in the mean to local

spatial averaging over a distance Tapat = Tatir/ (k{J).

The variance function for spatial averaging can now be used to estimate the reduction in the

variance for the stirrer data as a function of the width of the antenna aperture. For our earlier
antenna measurements at 8.2GHz, we used a ~arda-640 horn with aperture width T = 55mm,
i.e. kT = 9.446. Then (77) yields45 '"1T = 0.282, i.e. O"T = 0.5310"0. In contrast, the dipole

elements of the electric field probe have ape~ture widths T = 3mm (kT = 0.515), yielding

at the same frequency '"1T = 0.985, i.e. O"T = 0.9930"0. Clearly, for the energy density the local

spatial averaging by the antenna has a markedly larger effect than the local stirrer step averaging.

For the magnitude of the total electric or ma~etic field the spatial acf is, in analogy with the

result for scalar (acoustic) random fields [4]:

p( r) = sinc(kr)

resulting in the variance function

2 Si(kT) 2 [cos(kT) -1]kT + t- L (kT)~ ..'"'IT =

which for small arguments kT shows again a quadratic variation:

(kT)2
36

(kT ~ 1)")'T = 1- +

whereas for large kT:

(kT> 1)'"IT ~ 2 Si(kT)f(kT) = 7r f(kT) +

The compl~te dependence of '"'IT on kT for the total field isi.e. again approaching zero as 7-1

shown in .

I

In conclusion, the reduction in the measured standard deviation resulting from local spatial
--~ -

45Here the acf for a Cartesian component should be u$ed strictly. The present calculation only serves in getting

an approximate value for 1'7.
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.

or stir averaging demonstrates the need to distinguish between chamber imperfections and mea-

surement limitations when measuring statistical fields, as pointed out in Sec 1. The proposed

procedure is thus to first eliminate the effect of local averaging, i.e. estimating 0"0 for the idealized

point measurement from the measured 0"7 and then compare 0"0 with the theoretical value for

(physically) ideal reverberation.

.

A trivial but important remark is that for the correct application of the correction, p( T) and

")'T must refer to the same field quantity, e.g. using the power acf for use with the variance on

the received power etc.

Scale of fluctuationG.2.2

G.2.2.1 General local averaging The sca.le of fluctuation is defined as (J7 ~ lim7 -00(7'"'17

which can be interpreted as a correlation distance.

G.2.2.2 Scale of :fluctuation for stirrer step For the energy density and, approximately,

for the magnitude of the total field in the stir domain, we obtain using (74):

(}T = 7r {3

Since "'IT decays in inverse proportion to 7 for 7 -+ 00, the scale of fluctuation is to be understood

as the rate of inverse linear decay of ut under long-term averaging (7 -+ 00, or more precisely 7 ~

(}T) with reference to the point value u~. The value of (}T = 7r 13 /2 represents the optimum stirrer

sampling rate, in the sense of minimizing both the reconstruction error for the true (continuous)

tuner sweep from measured sampled data and the sampling overhead. The ratio:

T JOT = Tf(1r{3)

which is approximately equal to '"1;;1 for sufficiently large T, can be interpreted as the 'equivalent'

number of 'independent' observations in the sampling interval [0,7] (see [21, Sec 5.1]). This
can be compared with the estimate based on the 'lp-l(e-l)I'-criterion in the stir domain, which

defines the equivalent number of independent samples N from the decimation factor m for which

p( T = m~T) = e-l as [40):

N=~-

m
T, T-= , 13 ve=-TmL\r

for p( T) given by (73). Both estimates differ by no less than a factor ..;e-=T/1I" ~ 41.7%, for this

correlation model!
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G.2.2.3 Scale of :fluctuation for sensor 1perture
spatial fluctuation of the energy density: i.i.

Using (77), we obtain for the scale of

()T = 11" / k

The optimum spatial sampling width is (J7/2 = i / 4, as can be expected by considering the spatial
variation of the energy density of a narrowband rocess to exhibit a random periodicity with mean

value >'/2. The equivalent number of in depend nt samples for spatial sampling is then:

T/fJT = kT/1I"

This estimate can again be compared to the t lue obtained for the Ip-l(e-I)I-criterion in the

spatial domain, viz. the value kr for which si c2(kr) = lie, i.e. for r ~ l.6451k ~ >'14. The

corresponding number of independent samples i then

For the total field, the scale of spatial fluctua ion is the same as for the power density, (87),

but it is to be noted that this asymptote is no reached more slowly (T"YT '" Si(kT)lk) than
for the power density (T "YT '" Si( 2kT) 1 k). T e corresponding correlation length follows from
p(r) = sinc(kr) ~ e-l as r ~ 2.201k ~ >'13, whi h is slightly different from the above correlation

length for power density. This is of course a res It of choosing a nonzero value for the threshold

level. As a consequence, the number of 'equival nt', 'independent' samples in the spatial domain

will be slightly larger for power density measu ements compared to the number for total field

magnitude measurements. The corresponding n mber of independent samples is then:

The dependency of at on T poses the question of characterizing the uncertajnty of the physical

process in a manner which is independent of its easurement, i.e. of the value of T. This can be

done by defining the uncertainty density, a5(}T which is a quantity that does not depend on T.

It is thus recommended to express results for re erberation chambers in terms of this uncertajnty

density if abstraction is to made of the stirrer stepping or sampling and the antennas or field

probes used.
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G.2.3 Point-interval correlation functions for local averaging

G.2.3.1 General local averaging The variance function can be used to express the corre-

lation coefficient {!77' between local averages taken over two overlapping or disjoint intervals 7
and 7' as [21, Sec 5.2]:

where To, Tt, ~ and ~ are defined as the oriented distances between the end point of T and the

starting point of T', between the starting point of T and the starting point of T', between the

starting point of T and the end point of T', and between the end point of T and the end point
of T', respectively. As an important limiting case, we can consider the correlation coefficient ero

between the point value at the center of the sampling interval (I~I = T /2) and the local average

across the full width T. Such a point-interval correlation function quantifies the representativity

of an interval measurement for the ideal point v~lue at the center of this interval, as in a realistic

situation of a measurement of a random field across a finite interval. This center point can be

considered as an interval T' of vanishingly small width, inside T and at equal distances from the
start point and end point of T. One thus obtains from (91) for T' -+- 0, after calculation:

G.2.3.2 Point-interval correlation function in stir domain For this case, (92) is the
correlation between a stirrer point measurement, i.e. using a vanishingly small stirrer step (mode-

tuning) or sampling time (mode-stirring), and a realistic stirrer interval measurement, for a finite

stirrer step (mode-tuning) or sampling wid th and rate of the field or power sensor (mode-stirring),

caused by the nonzero sampling time width for the field or power sensor. Equation (92) reduces

with (74) to:

(]'TO = ,-"- -\tan-lll~T f(2fJ)]

which is shown as a function of TffJ in Fig 157. For TffJ ~ 1, tan-l[Tf{2fJ)]f[Tf{2fJ)J =

1 -[Tf{2fJ)]2/3 + For T/fJ ~ 1, the expression reduces to eTa'"" 1rfJ/T. In the limit

T -+ 0, we retrieve perfect correlation between two coincident points (eaa -+ 1). This result

again underlines that the correlation between the idealized point value and the actual distributed

measurement value weakens as local averaging increases.
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G.2.3.3 Point-interval correlation function in spatial domain This function expresses
the representativity of measurements using field or power sensors made finite aperture size with
respect to the ideal point values which hold at their aperture center. From (77) and (92), we

obtain for the measured energy density:

which is shown in Fig 157. As this is equivalent to (81), the approximations (82) and (83) equally

apply.

For the magnitude of the total field, the correlation function is, with (81):

Si(kT/2)eTa = kT /2

which is shown in Fig 157 and approximated for small apertures (kT ~ 1) as 1 -(kT)2 /72.

Spectral measures for stirring performance under local averagingG.3

First normalized spectral bandwidthG.3.1

G.3.1.1 General first normalized spectral bandwidth We now show that the first as well

as second normalized spectral bandwidths on average increase upon increasing local averaging.

The first normalized spectral bandwidth 07 is defined as:

r;---~~;-
V1-~~

A
(96)fiT

(97)1- {0"6Jooo [f.IJ g(f.IJ) sinc2(f.lJTj2)] df.IJ}2

{0"6J: [g(f.IJ) sinc2(f.lJTj2)]df.IJ} {0"6Jooo [f.lJ2 g(f.IJ) sinc2(f.lJTj2)]df.IJ}

Withg(l.AJ) = {3exp( -{3I.AJ)G.3.1.2 First normalized spectral bandwidth for stirrer step

and using [27, Eqn (3.946.2)]:

using [27, Eqn (3.895.1)]:
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100 2
exp(-px)sin2(x)dx = ( 2 ) (~~' 0 pp +4 '

I ~

AOT = ~ {2 (f) tan-1 [f] -In [1 + (f)2]} = UhT = u} (101)

f3u2
[ (7 )2]A1T = -;y:J In 1 + 7i (102)

2u2 [ I ( f3)2] -1 A2T=~ l~T (103)

I~ .!

Iii

OT = I (104)

I
OT ~ V1- ~~ In2 [T] = V1- ~ (~) In2 [~ (f)] (105)

First the spatial

81~

and also using [27, Eqn (3.947.2)]:

p(p2 

+ 4)

(100)
roo exp( -px) sin2( ax) dx = a tan-l(2a/p) + (p/4)ln[p2/(p2 + 4a2)],

Jo x2

we obtain after calculation

~~~~~II~~~

hence

~~

G.3.1.3 First normalized spectral bandwidth for sensor aperture

spectral density function is obtained by Fourier transformation of (76). Since:

-Q [cosG(Qu) + Si(Qu)]fsinc2(ku)cos(nU)dU =
~2k2

-+- (2k +n){cosc[(2k + n)u] + Si[(2k +ll)u]}

+ (2k -fi) {cosc[(2k -fi)u] + Si[(2k -fi)u]}

p(p2 

+ 4)

1 ---

-2 {2 (~) tan-l[~] -In [1 + (~)2]-

An approximation, valid for T ~ 07 i.e. T /,8 ~ 1 and arbitrary g((AJ), is:
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where n is the Fourier, i.e. spatial spectral variable, we obtain

[1- nj(2k)]jk,

0,

0 $ n $ 2k
n > 2k

sinc2(ku)cos(Qu)du =

as the spatial spectral density function(35.15)]:Then, using (78) and (79) and the fact that [32, Eqn

lim [Ci(2u)+ In(u)] = -i-ln(2)u-o (108)

we obtain

2 sin2(kT) + l' + In(2kT) + Ci(2kT)>'07 = = Q5'"'17 = Q}
2kT

>'17 =

A2T = - (111)

These expressions are to be substituted into (96), but do not lead to any major simplification for

the resulting expression for 6T. For kT ---0, tiT now approaches,. Increasing T is seen to have

the same effect on tiT as increasing k, viz. an apparent whitening of the process.

G.3.2 Second normalized spectral bandwidth

G.3.2.1 General second normalized spectral bandwidth

tral bandwidth is defined as:
The second normalized spec-

/ ..'\~:rV 1 -~ -:;;:.4.
(112)fT

1 ---I [0"_5 JoOO w2g(W) sinc2(wT/2) d,-,]2

[0"5Jo009(w) sinc2(wT/2) dw] [0"51000,-,4 g(w) sinc2(wT/2) dw]
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G.3.2.2 Second normalized spectral domain for stirrer step With g( U)) = ,8 exp( -,8U)):

£'T = 1- [0"5fooo(.;2 {3exp(-{3(.;) sinc«(.;Tj2) d(.;]2
(114)

can be calculated. Using [27, Eqn (3.381.4)]:

100
and using [27, Eqn (3.944.12)]:

xa-lexp(-px)dx= r(a)/pa

[= ( p ) n+l Jo xnexp(-px)cos(bx)dx = n! -~ L (_l)k C~~l (b/pfk
0 p + O$2k$n+l

results in

hence

(118)

Again, for T ~ OT an approximation valid for general g(w) can be used:

£7 ~ (119)

'"
'" -(4/71") [1 + (13/7)2] {( 1/2) tan-l(7/ 13) -[13 /(47)] In[l + (7/ 13)2]} (120)

G.3.2.3 Second normalized spectral bandwidth for sensor aperture

[27, Eqn (2.636.1)]:

With the aid of

fxnSin2(x)dx =

(121)+

[ (I3t~ -
] [ - (! )2

] }1 + ({3/T)2 1 3 {3

xn+l n! { In/2J (_1)k+lXn-2k
2(~ + 4" E 22k(n- 2k)!sin(2x
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the fourth spectral moment is calculated as:

With (109)-(111) this then leads to £7 from (112) but this does not simplify significantly.

Figs 158 and 159 show fiT and fT for local stir and local spatial averaging, respectively. For

T//3 -+ 0 or kT -+ 0, fiT approaches l/Vi ~ 0.707 or I ~ 0.577, respectively, whereas fT then

approaches V576 = 0.913 or 0.931, respectively, in accordance with previous results for point

processes [34, Sec 12.4]. A local dip in the bandwidths for intermediate values of both T / /3 and

kT is noticed. On this basis, it is concluded that the local averaging should be limited to about

x :$ 0.1, where x = T//3 or kT, for the measurements to be representative for idealized point

measurements.

In summary, the spectral bandwidth of the stirring process can be made to resemble that of

a perfectly reverberant field (i.e. 60 = EO = 1) as closely as desired, by increasing the antenna

aperture width or sampling width accordingly.

Upward threshold crossing frequency under local averagingG.4

General local averagingG.4.1

G .4.1.1 Introd uction The level crossing rate is an im portant statistic in the testing of EUTs,

as explained in [34, Sec 12.6]. As a consequence of local averaging, the theoretical statistics of

threshold crossings for point processes will show discrepancies with measured results or test field

conditions. In particular, the crossing rate will be a monotonously decreasing function of T as can

be readily understood from the 'levelling' property of the local averaging operation. For chosen

values of the mode-stirring parameters and for a given level of input power, the upward threshold
frequency incorporating local averaging can be used to define the maximum permissible value of

T that will still achieve a specified number of crossings for a specified test level during the EMC
test. Therefore, we here investigate the upward level crossing rate anew, in the light of the local

averaging.

Extending our analysis of [34, Sec C.2], we find the upward threshold crossing rate vf( b) for

a distribution !Xr(XT) and a chosen threshold level XT = b to be:

vj(b) = ~ll!:ril f x T( b )
2
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Provided XT and XT are statistically independent and that fxT is Gauss normal, (123) reduces

to:

fr=n~ I x (b)V-;;:-T T (124)v.j\:(b) =

Note that stationarity OfXT(t) only guarantees that XT(t) and XT(t), when evaluated and com-

pared at the same instances ('times') t, are uncorrelated i.e. linearly independent.

For the X2 and X6 distributions these two conditions are satisfied because they constitute en-

velopes to complex Gauss normal processes in one and three dimensions, respectively. The Gauss

normality of)(7 can be verified from Fig 160, which compares the cdfs of the first-order differ-
ences of measured normalized field magnitudes d[IEQI/VPJ/dT at 8.2GHz with the cdf of the
standardized Gauss normal distribution. The linear independence, as an approximate measure46

of the full statistical independence, can be judged from Figs 161 and 162, showing the crosscorre-

lation function and its associated cdf, respectively, between IEQI/.JPi and d[IEQI/VPi]/dT again
at 8.2GHz. The linear and, hence, statistical dependence may seem to be not so small, as also wit-

nessed from the deviation of the cdf of the crosscorrelation function from Gauss normality, in Fig

162. This is at least partly a result of the fact that only (discrete) differences could be computed

from the (discrete) mode-tuned tuner sweep data as estimates for the (continuous) derivative of
the continuous trace of the stirring process. This causes this estimate to be approximate and the

first-order difference to be offset by half a stirrer step relative to the sampling positions of the

tuner sweep data, resulting in iJ..Y( T + ~T /2)/ ~T a.s a discrete approximation for dX /dT. The

finite cross-correlations are mainly due to this shift in the ordinate.

By contrast, Fig 163 compa.res the cdfs of the 1st-order differences of the normalized energy
densities d[(IEal/vPi)2]/dr with the cdf of the standardized Gauss normal distribution. The
graph indicates significant deviations from Gauss normality for the measured XT. Therefore a

study of statistical distribution of first-order derivative processes will follow, preceding the further

analysis of threshold crossings. The levels of crosscorrelations (Figs 164 and 165) are comparable

to those for the derivatives of the field magnitudes.

G.4.1.2 Distribution of first-order derivative process for field magnitude and energy
density The magnitudes of the Cartesian components of the field or of the total field are the

absolute values of the complex processes defined from the associated in-phase and quadrature

field components, per Cartesian field component:
-

46The use of correlation functions a.s measures of statistica.! dependence is recommended only for Gauss norma.!

or near-norma.! variations [24. Sec 26.8].
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lEal = J[~(Ea)]2 + [~(Ea)]2, (125)(a=x,y,z)

lEt I = J:~~~:IE:r

Therefore, they can be interpreted as Cramer-Leadbetter envelopes of such complex processes

in one or three dimensions, respectively. The derivatives of the associated pdfs X2 resp. X6 are

known to be Gauss normal (e.g. [21, Secs. 4.3,4.4]).

The distribution of the derivative of the energy density can then be found from dlEal2/ dr =

21Eal. (dIEal/dr), which will be denoted for short aslEal2 = 2IEal.IEal, i.e. as the distribution

of a product of processes with known pdfs. If lEal and lEal are independent, then the distribution

of this product follows as:

(127)12ul-l flEal( u/2) f,Ea!(z/u) du

for -00 < Z < +00 and a = x,y,z,t.

G.4.1.2.1 Cartesian field components Substituting the standard Rayleigh and Gaussian

pdfs for flEal( uj2 > 0) and fdIEal/dT(zju) in (127), respectively, and substituting [uj(2..fi0'IEal)]2

for v, we obtain:

Using [1, Eqn (15)], [27, Eqn (3.471.12)] restricted to real values for the parameter JL, i.e.:

(JL:?: 0)

with x = v, v = 1/2, J.L = z/(20'IEoIO'Eo) for z 2: 0, and noting that the result can be extended to

negative real values of z by replacing J.L in (129) with IJ.LI, then (128) reduces to

1/2

I(1/2[~]
IzifIEaI2(lzl) =

-1 [ Izi(2V2"i"'IEol"IEol) ~

r+oo I~
[ ]2~

fIEaI2(Z)=}O (40'IEaI0'IEalJ'1rV)-lexp -v- z/(40'IEaI0'IEa!) I dv

v

(Jl),
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-00 < Z < +00)

Using [6, Eqn (27)], [27, Eqn (6.561.16)], i.e

r+ooJo x/1.](v(x)dx = 2/1.-1 r[(1+.u+v)/2] r[(1+.u-v)/2], (l+.u:!:v>O) (131:

for .u = v = 1/2, x = z/(20"IEaIO"Ea) it is verified that the distribution (130) is normalized
Equation (131) can further be used to obtain the moments of the distribution, in particular:

zfIEaI2(lzl)dz = 0, IzlfIE,12(z)dz = 20"IEal0"IEal

+00

exp -~ ] , (-00 < Z < +00) (134)
.o-z/v2

where 0-; = Var[IEoI2]. The factor '2' in (134) reflects the fact that this exponential distribution
is Laplacian, i.e. two-sided, because the tuner sweep data for lEal show increases as well as

decreases between data points. The cdf associated with (134) is shown in Fig 163.

G.4.1.2.2 Total field Substituting the X6 and Gauss normal pdfs for fIE,I( uj2 > 0) and

fIE,I(zju) in (127), respectively; denoting v = [uj(2V2uIE,I)]2, and again using (129) we now

obtain:

fIE,P(lzl)
=

which is then used to write (130) finally as:
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with mean and variance:

zfIEtI2(Z)dz = 0, IzlfIEtP(z)dz = 150'1Et10'1Etl/4 (136)

which is then used to write (135) finally as:

2
Izi

2~~
f'Etj2Clzl) =

where now 0'; = Var[IEtI2). The cdf associated with (138) is also shown in Fig 163.

Upward threshold crossing frequency for specific underlying distributions

under extreme local averaging
G.4.2

i~L~
]2"YT

vj(b) = !l-PTV21r2 T2:y-;: exp

With the approximations for PT and IT for large T, this can be reduced to

(7> (J'T)

On the other hand, if the averaging interval is sufficiently small (7 ~ (JT), then we may consider

approximating !Xr(XT), to first order, by !x(x) itself but in which 0"0 is being replaced by
O"T = ffiO"oo The following upward threshold crossing rates are then obtained for specific

distributions of the field magnitude or energy density of interest:

.X2 pdf:

.r~~~

l2'YT
(141)11* (b) =
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.X6 pdf:

rr=n ~ exp
v-;- 8T-y'T

(b/UO)2
2"YT

(142)

.x~ pdf:

vI~
4 T "170'0

1I.:f(b) =
(143)exp

.x~ pdf:

~~~
2")'7

(144)

In these expressions PT and '"IT are functions that are specific to the distribution in question,

i.e. depending on whether field magnitude or energy density is the quantity of interest. For

vanishingly small T, these expressions reduce to:

.X2 pdf:

~expv~
(bjuO)2

2
vt(b) = (145)

.X6 pdf:

~expv~
(bfa-of

2
-ti/loj(b) = (146)

x~ pdf:

(147)5~E exp
V~~

.x~ pdf:

(148)Vd(b) =

(bM>.
]21T
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G.4.3 Upward threshold crossing frequency for stirrer step averaging

For the magnitude of the total field, the upward threshold crossing frequency is, from (73), (74)

and (142): i~';,

(bfO'o)51I:J:(b) =
I (~J (37) [1 + (7J {3)2] -1/2

8Ji [2(7J (3) tan-1(7 J (3) -In[l + (7J {3)2]]3 .

(bJuO)2(7J{3)2
-2[2(7 J (3) tan-1(7 J (3) -In[l + (7J {3)2]]

exp

Fig 168 shows v;j; as a function of bf a-o for parameterized T f {J. The maxima are reached for

intermediate values of (bfa-o). They decrease in value and shift towards lower values of (bfa-o) for

increasing T f {J. I

For the upward crossing rate of the energy density associated with the total field, we obtain

from (73), (74) and (144): I

(~f {37) [1 + (7f {3)2] -1/2
[2(7f {3) tan-l (7 f {3) -In[l + {7 f {3)2]]3 .

-(bfuZ)(7f {3)2

vf3f)(b2/0"8)v:!; (b) =
128

2 [2(T/{J)tan-'(T/{J)-lnll + (T/{J)'IJexp

Fig 169 shows this statistic as a function of bjuo for parameterized Tj{3. In comparison with
the previous Figure, the decrease in the value of the maximum crossing rate is now much less

pronounced.

For relatively small stirrer averaging, expanding (149) for small (T /.8) yields:

~hich reduces to (146) in t~e limit T -+ o. For the total power, expanding (150) for small T /,B

YIelds: ,~i"'

bju5
2 (152)exp

which reduces to (148) for T -+ O. Thus, for small stir averaging, the upward threshold crossing

frequency for the total field varies in inverse proportion to {3, as expected for a good stirring
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process. For large thresholds b / 0"0, the threshold crossing rate for the total power hence decreases

approximately quadratically with 7/ fl, whereas for sufficiently small b/O"o (viz. of the order of

(7/ fl)2 or smaller), the variation is according to the fourth power of 7/ fl.

For T//3 ~ 1, from (84) and (140):

vt(b) ~ (153)

Upward threshold crossing frequency for sensor aperture averagingG.4.4

For the level crossings of the magnitude of the total field, substitution of (80) and (81) into (142)

yields:

v:t(b) =

Expanding (154) for small kT yields, to first order:

~~
120

r~L~
2

v.j:(b) = ~~t
sV6i

1+ +.. exp

where the exponential decrease with increasing T will again dominate to yield an overall decrease

of the high-level threshold crossing rate.

For the energy density of the total field, substitution of (76) and (77) into (144) yields:

V3fJ(b2ju8)v.j:(b) =
128 [2kTSi(2kT) -2 si~(kT) -In(2kT) -'Y -Ci(2kT)]3

-(~/0"5)(kT)2 -. J (156)
2 [2kTSi(2kT -2 sin2(kT) -In(2kT) -'Y -Ci(2kT)]exp

For kT ~ 1, this is approximated to first order as:

-~

2
~

10

+. 

..+
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The expected linear increase of 11*( b) with increasing k is confirmed. The exponential decrease

for increasing T will dominate, for sufficiently large b /0"0, resulting in an overall lowering of the

high-level threshold crossing frequencies with increasing aperture width.

Fig 170 shows v:} as a function of b/O'o, for parameterized kT, for the total field magnitude

(underlying X6 df) with k = 100rad/m. For vanishingly small kT, v:}(b/O'o) reaches a maximum
near the mean of the distribution, i.e. /Lx = 15V21r/16 ~ 2.350. This maximum steadily de-

creases in value and occurs at increasingly smaller values of b / 0'0 the further kT is being increased.

Conversely, Fig 171 shows v~uo as a function of T for parameterized (b/O'o) and k = 100rad/m.
For b/O'o s: /Lx, v~uo(T) reaches a maximum at some intermediate value of T. For b/O'o > /Lx,

v~uo(T) decreases monotonically. A cut-off width (transition or knee point) Tc for the averaging

length emerges, separating a region of almost no change in v~uo(T) (for small T) from a region
with rapid decay (for large T). Furthermore, this cut-off length steadily decreases for increasing

values of b/O'o.

Similar dependencies are found for the total energy density (Figs 172 and 173) except that the

decrease of the maximum IIi with increasing T now becomes less pronounced, although the value

bjuo at which this maximum occurs now decreases fmore rapidly with increasing T.

G.5 Time to first passage

The probability for no upward threshold crossing of a chosen level b above the mean to occur

during the interval [0, TO] can be estimated from the asymptotic result for b -* +00 [12]:

'PT(b,TO) ~ exp[-lIt(b) TO]
(158)

in which (123), (124) or (141)-(144) can be substituted. A chosen value of the first-passage prob-

ability P (failure probability) yields the mean time TO before which the EUT will be subjected to
the critical test level b (mean time to failure). As a result, the reliability rate for failure of the

EUT to occur is, asymptotically, exponentially decreasing in general. The effect of local averaging

on PT is an increase in the perceived reliability. For the situation of most practical interest, i.e.

reliability when subjected to critical standardized field strength levels bjO"o > 1 and Tj{3 ~ 1
or kT ~ 1, some small local averaging will result in an increase of the perceived reliability of

the order exp[P j {33] or exp[k3P], respectively. The accuracy of the estimate (158) improves as

bjO"o increases. The exponential law (158) is sufficiently accurate provided TO > [v+(b = ,ux )]-1.
For finite, but not very large bjO"o, the estimate (158) can be further improved upon [21, Sec 4.4].

Figs 174-177 show the dependence of Pr(b/uo) and Pb/O'o(T) for the total field magnitude and
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energy density, upon local spatial averaging. Note in particular the abrupt shift of the PT(bjuo)
near T = 0.01.. .0.1 in Figs 175 and 177. Figs 178-181 show the corresponding dependencies for

stir averaging.

G.6 Mean excursion lengths

As for the case of point-wise distributions, the mean excursion length for a threshold level b

subject to local averaging of the process is critically dependent upon the underlying distribution

function !XT(XT) of that process:

E[£T( b)] = (159)

For statistically independent XT and XT and Gauss normal fXr(XT), e.g. for underlying X2 and

X6 dfs, this reduces to:

C~T 1- Fxr(b)E[£T(b)] = Vl-=-P;~ fxr(b)

For X~ and X~, (132) and (136) should again be used in (159), respectively. Assuming again a small
extent of averaging, such that the point-wise distribution can be assumed i.e. fXT(b) = fx(b),
we obtain:

.X2 pdf:

I=~ TITE [ .c T( b )] = VI -=-PT"[b7u;;) (161)

.X6 pdf:

E[£T(b)] = f::::~_!it_l- J;[X5/(S..,.}O'g)] exp [-x2/(2""TO'~)] dx
VI --=-p::r (b/0'0)5 exp [-b2/(2""TO'~)]

2
.X2 pdf:

E[£7(b)] = 40-0T"'I7
vI-=-pr (163)

Note its lack of dependence on b, which is clearly suspect (it predicts finite excursion lengths

for infinite threshold levels). It is concluded that for this (Poisson) distribution, unlike for

'bell-shaped' pdfs, the application of the theory of recurrent events [3] may become unsus-

tainable. Possibly, the assumption that the mean fraction of time in excess of the threshold

relative to the overall run length, E[ T +/ (T + + T -)], is equal the ratio of the respective means,
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E[T+]fE[(T+ + T_)], requires a more careful consideration, so that the factor 1- FXT(b) in

(159) is to be replaced by a different b-dependent function for an underlying x~ pdf. Al-

ternatively, the threshold crossings may not be independently distributed according to a

Poisson process for the x~ df.

2
X6 pdt

b z"

~)
128 0'8 _..!2LE[£T(b)] = ~b2 JI-=-n b 1

1++-
2')'70"6 2

As for X~, the first-order derivative needed in (164) has again a non-Gaussian distribution,

so that the result may serve as an approximation only.

The specific expressions for the total field and total power density upon local stirrer and spatial

averaging and their approximations for small T follow immediately from the foregoing expressions

for the upward threshold crossing frequency.

For sufficiently large averaging widths, we can again assume the distribution functions under

local averaging to tend to Gauss normality. For general b, the mean excursion length for under-

lying Gauss normal distributions !Xr(XT) = (21r"YT0"5)-1/2exp [-(XT/O"O)2/(2"YT)], is obtained

as:

[~ T 1 -cI>[b/(../'iTO'o)]
E[£T(b)] = VI-=- n ~ (271"iT0'6)-1/2exp[=(b/O'o)2/(2iT)] (165)

with clI[b/( J7T0"0)] = f~OO(21r'YT0"5)-1/2 exp [-( X /0"0)2 /(2'YT)] dx. If b/ 0"0 ~ 1, in addition to XT

having a Gauss normal distribution function, then the mean excursion length becomes:

~~
b

(166)(7 ~ (}T, b ~ 0"0)E[L:'T(b)] ~

hence for stirrer averaging:

{37r3/2ao
b

(167)E[L'T(b)] ~

whereas for spatial averaging:

7["3/20-0

kb
E[£T(b)] ~
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Figs 182 and 183 show E['cT(b)] as a function of (bfO'o), for parameterized kT, for the total
field (X6 distribution) and associated total power density (X~ distribution), respectively47. The

steady decrease of E['cT] with increasing (b f 0'0) and its decrease with increasing values of kT are

confirmed. It is to be remembered that these graphs presume !Xr(XT) ~ !x(x), i.e. requiring
sufficiently small T, especially if kT ~ 1.

Figs 184 and 185 show similar dependencies for the excursion lengths subject to local stir aver-

aging, now with parameter T /13.

G.7 Conclusion

The measurement of a reverberation process that is subject to local averaging is not only charac-

terized by the sample mean and standard deviation, but also by the scale of fluctuation as a third

parameter. If local averaging is considered along more than one dimension in parameter space,
the previous results can easily be extended provided the averagings in the respective dimensions

can be performed independently. If the local averaging is not negligible, then ignoring the scale
of fluctuation may possibly lead to meaningless results or conclusions regarding the chamber

or EUT, when assuming an idealized point process. We note parenthetically that the scale of
fluctuation is inversely proportional with excitation frequency f as a direct consequence of the

frequency dependence of p, the latter being analyzed in greater detail in [38].

47The cut-offs at the lower end of the curves for the total field are due to numerical instability of [1 -

FxT(b)]f[fxT(b)] for large (bfa-o, kT)-products when calculating (162) numerically.
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H Distribution of some goodness-of-fit statistics for measured

field magnitude and energy density

H.t Introduction

The testing of the hypothesis as to whether some given theoretical distribution is underlying

a measured sample distribution is often performed on the basis of defining one or other single

metric of deviation between the observed discrete sample cdf FN(X) for a sample size N, and

the theoretical cdf at the observed values Xi, i.e. F(Xi). Rejection or acceptance of the null

hypothesis for Type I or Type II tests then follows, for chosen significance levels. Two commonly

used metrics are the Kholmogorov-Smirnov statistic:

DN = ..fji suPxiIFN(X) -F(x)1 ~ maxxiIYN(X)1 (169)

i.e. a maximum-mismatch metric for absolute deviations, and the Cramer-von Mises statistic,

defined as a Stieltjes integral:

[FN(X)- F(x)fdF(x) (170)

i.e. an integrated curve mismatch for squared deviations, where dF( x) = f( x )dx provided f( x)

exists across the support of F( x). Each tuner sweep consisting of N data points yields a single

realization dN or wJ.r of the random variable DN or W'lI, respectively.

Here, our aim is to find an alternative for the use of the classical tests of hypothesis for DN
and Wk, because the significance level is usually difficult to interpret in practically useful terms,

and because a goodness-of-fit test often does not yield the correct type of uncertainty (lor II) of

actual interest. Instead, we derive the asymptotic distributions and statistics of these metrics for

N -+ 00. By then considering specific functionals on the asymptotic probability density functions,

the asymptotic distributions of the original goodness-of-fit statistics are obtained. Application

to actual measured stirrer data should show how large a typical sample size (mode-tuned tuner
sweep) is required for such assumption to be sufficiently accurate. Supporting measured data for

the distributions derived here are given in the main text (Sec 3.2.6.3).

Kholmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) statisticH.2

For N -+ 00, the distribution of DN tends in the wide sense48 to the distribution of the random

variable D defined by [2,5]:

48' . h . d .
i.e. Wit respect to its mean an covanance
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(x?; 0)

FXl (X) = erf( x / ..;2), (x?: 0) (173)

JLXl = 1/V2, 2O"Xl = 1/2 (174)

respectively, where erf( x ) = (2/ Vi) f; exp( -t2)dt is the standard error function. The distribution

of the sample maximum W D for Xl follows as:

NfXl,N( WD) =

exp( 

-wb/2)

FXt,N( WD) =

Mean and variance follow upon numerical integration. For large N, the former can be approxi-
mated by the median, i.e. mV,N ~ F;1~N(O.5) = ..;2erf-l(O.51/N). Confidence intervals for Wv

are easily computed from (176). For example, the [2.5%, 97.5%]-interval follows as:

Figs 186-188 show the pdf IxI,N( WD), the cdf FXI,N( WD), the mean .uXI,N and the standard

deviation O"XI,N for various sample sizes N with WD == DN. The graphs of IxI (x) and FXI (x) are

given by those for N = 1 in Figs 186 and 187, viz. I Xl,! and F Xl,! (x), respectively. The asymptotic

Gauss normality of the sample distributions when N -+ 00 is apparent. The agreement of these

theoretical curves with measured distributions and statistics can be expected to steadily increase

as N -+ 00.

where W(t) is a Wiener process and, therefore, Y(t) is a Gauss normal process [2], provided

F(x) is the underlying distribution of FN(X) and is continuous. Since IYN(t)1 == J~(t) and

YN(t) -+ Y(t) for N -+ 00, the distribution of DN tends to the distribution of the sample

maximum of a Xl df (chi distribution with one degree of freedom) if N -+ 00. The Xl df is a

scaled one-sided Gauss normal distribution, with pdf, cdf, mean and variance easily computed

using a variate transformation for the X~ df as:

'fWD

]N-l .10 fX](x)dx fx](x = WD)
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Squared Kholmogorov-Smirnov statistic

Defining this metric as the square of the K -8 statistic, i.e. D1, the associated X~ pdf is

fx?(x) = exp(-x/2)
V2irX' (x ~ 0) (178)

The corresponding cdf, mean and standard deviation are found as:

f{1/2,x/2)Fx~(x) = (x?: 0) (179)..fi"

JLx~ = 1,
(180)

where I(a, x) = J;ta-lexp( -t)dt with R[a] > 0 is the incomplete gamma function. Hence we

have the relations:

(181)

which is reminiscent of a corresponding relation between X2 and X~ dfs [36, Eqn (44)], and

(182)

The sample maximum WI> has a pdf:

=

(183)

Figs 189-191 show fx~,N(wb), Fx~,N(wb), JLx~,N and O"x~,N for various sample sizes N, again

with f x2( x) == fX2 (wb) and F x2( x) == F x2 (wb) with Wi> == DKr' The agreement with measured
1 1,1 1 1,1

distributions and statistics is expected to improve as N -+ 00.

Cramer-yon Mises statistic

This test statistic Wk tends, for N -+ 00, to the distribution of:
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w2
(184)

.

where Y(t) and W(t) are agajn Gauss normal and Wiener processes, respectively. Thus, y2(t)

has a x~ pdf. The first- and second-order statistics of W2 can be found as follows. Since Y(t) is

Gauss normal, then [10, Sec 3-5]:

I E[Y(t)] =

C~v[Y(s),Y(t)] =

0
(185)

(186)min(s,t) [l-max(s,t)]

The mean and covariance df a process that is defined via quadratic operations on a zero-mean

Gauss normal process [10, ~ec 3-4] follow as:

E[y2] = 0

.

Hence, finally,

(189)

Var[W2] = Var
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1.1 Field statistics

..

Field statistics for stirrer data (f=2.5GHz. r=91 mm. m=2):

Avg:
(Ex) = 30.2261V/m (29.6076dBV/m)
(Ey) = 28.0698V/m (28.9648dBV/m)
(Ez) = 29.9004V/m (29.5135dBV/m)
(Et) = 55.6200V/m (34.9046dBV/m)
(Pi) = O.O569mW (-12.4524dBm)

Med:
(Ex) = 27.1853V/m (28.6867dBV/m)
(Ey) = 23.2484V/m (27.3279dBV/m)
(Ez) = 26.4082V/m (28.4348dBV/m)
(Et) = 51.8541V/m (34.2957dBV/m)
(Pi) = O.O583mW (-12.3399dBm)

.

Std:
(Ex) = 17.8297V/m (25.0229dBV/m)
(Ey) = 19.0969V/m (25.6193dBV/m)
(Ez) = 18.5392V/m (25.3618dBV/m)
(Et) = 22.9049V/m (27.1986dBV/m)
(Pi) = O.OI12mW (-19.5122dBm)

VarCoef:
(Ex) =
(Ey) =
(Ez) =
(Et) =
(Pi) =

( -4.5848dB)
( -3.3455dB)
( -4. 1517dB)

( -7.7060dB)
( -7.0598dB)

Max:
(Ex) = 97.9867V/m (39.8233dBV/m)
(Ey) = 87.0292V/m (38.7933dBV/m)
(Ez) = 99.6108V/m (39.9661dBV/m)
(Et) = 126.9026V/m (42.0694dBV/m)
(Pi) = O.O895mW (-10.4802dBm)

Min:
(Ex) = 2.0751V/m ( 6.3409dBV/m)
(Ey) = 2.0050V/m ( 6.0424dBV/m)
(Ez) = 2.7856V/m ( 8.8983dBV/m)
(Et) = 9.0634V/m (19.1458dBV/m)
(Pi) = O.O342mW (-14.6589dBm)

.

MaxIMin
(Ex) =
(Ey) =
(Ez) =
(Et) =
(Pi) =

Max/Avg:
(Ex) = 3.2418
(Ey) = 3.1005
(Ez) = 3.3314
(Et) = 2.2816
(Pi) = 1.5748

( lO.2157dB)
( 9.8285dB)
( lO.4526dB)
( 7.1648dB)
( 1.9722dB)

( 33.4824dB)
( 32.7509dB)
( 31.0678dB)
( 22.9236dB)

( 4.1787dB)

Table 1: Field statistics @ f = 2.5GHz, r = 91mm (mo = 2).

0.5899
0.6803
0.6200
0.4118
0.1968

47.2196
43.4054
35.7595
14.0016
2.6174
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Field statistics for stirrer data (f=2.5GHz. r=9Imm. m=l):

Avg:
(Ex) = 30.9372V/m (29.8096dBV/m)
(Ey) = 28.3530V/m (29.052OdBV/m)
(Ez) = 30.3554V/m (29.6447dBV/m)
(Et) = 56.3690V/m (35.0208dBV/m)
(Pi) = O.O571mW (-12.4372dBm)

Med:
(Ex) = 28.7750V/m (29.1803dBV/m)
(Ey) = 23.8891V/m (27.5640dBV/m)
(Ez) = 26.4680V/m (28.4544dBV/m)
(Et) = 54.5530V/m (34. 7364dBV/m)
(Pi) = O.O583mW (-12.3450dBm)

VarCoef:
(Ex) = 0.5803
(Ey) = 0.6471
(Ez) = 0.6163
(Et) = 0.4015
(Pi) = 0.1944

Std:
(Ex)= 17.9524V/m (25.0825dBV/m)
(Ey) -= 18.3486V/m (25.272OdBV/m)
(Ez) = 18.7087V/m (25.4409dBV/m)
(Et) = 22.6308V/m (27.0940dBV/m)
(Pi) = O.Ol11mW (-19.5491dBm)

( -4.7272dB)
( -3.7799dB)
( -4.2038dB)
( -7.9268dB)
( -7.1119dB)

Max:
(Ex) = 98.1590V/m (39.8386dBV/m)
(Ey) = 89.2145V/m (39.0087dBV/m)
(Ez) = 99.7860V/m (39.9814dBV/m)
(Et) = 130.8491V/m (42.3354dBV/m)
(Pi) = O.O895mW (-10.4802dBm)

Min:
(Ex) = 2.0788V/m ( 6.3562dBV/m)
(Ey) = 2.0086V/m ( 6.0577dBV/m)
(Ez) = 2.300IV/m ( 7.2350dBV/m)
(Et) = 9.0794V/m (19.161IdBV/m)
(Pi) = O.O327mW (-14.8596dBm)

Max/Avg:
(Ex) = 3.1729
(Ey) = 3.1466
(Ez) = 3.2873
(Et) = 2.3213
(Pi) = 1.5692

MaxIMin
(Ex) =
(Ey) =
(Ez) =
(Et) =
(Pi) =

( lO.O290dB)
( 9.9567dB)
( lO.3367dB)
( 7.3146dB)
( 1.9569dB)

( 33.4824dB)
( 32.9510dB)
( 32.7463dB)
( 23.1743dB)

( 4.3793dB)

Table 2: Field statistics @ f = 2.5GHz, r = 91mm (ma = 1).

47.2196
44.4172
43.3828
14.4117
2.7411
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Field statistics for stirrer data (f=2.5GHz, r=345mm, m=2):

Avg:
(Ex) = 10.1945V/m (20.1673dBV/m)
(Ey) = 7.6278V/m (17.648OdBV/m)
(Ez) = 33.2053V/m (30.4242dBV/m)
(Et) = 36.5175V/m (31.2500dBV/m)
(Pi) = O.O564mW (-12.4874dBm)

Med:
(Ex) = 8.7203V/m (18.8106dBV/m)
(Ey) = 6.4283V/m (16.1619dBV/m)

(Ez)= 27.7054V/m (28.8513dBV/m)
(El) = 30.5887V/m (29. 7112dBV/m)
(Pi) = O.O577mW (-12.3872dBm)

.

VarCoef:
(Ex) = 0.6075
(Ey) = 0.6362
(Ez) = 0.5557
(Et) = 0.4998
(Pi) = 0.1969

Std:
(Ex) = 6.1929V/m (15.8378dBV/m)
(Ey) = 4.8528V/m (13.7199dBV/m)
(Ez) = 18.4528V/m (25.3213dBV/m)
(Et) = 18.2506V/m (25.2255dBV/m)
(Pi) = O.OlllmW (-19.5454dBm)

( -4.3295dB)
( -3.9281dB)
( -5.1029dB)
( -6.0245dB)
( -7 .O580dB)

., Max:
(Ex) = 34.1214V/m (30.6605dBV/m)
(Ey) = 23.6055V/m (27.4603dBV/m)
(Ez) = 95.4761V/m (39.5979dBV/m)
(Et) = 96.9263V/m (39. 7288dBV/m)
(Pi) = O.O862mW (-lO.6448dBm)

Min:
(Ex) = 1.7913V/m ( 5.0632dBV/m)
(By) = O.9014V/m (-O.9021dBV/m)
(Ez) = 5.6850V/m (15.0946dBV/m)
(Et) = 10.3008V/m (20.2575dBV/m)
(Pi) = O.O330mW (-14.8145dBm)

Max/Avg:
(Ex) = 3.3470
(Ey) = 3.0947
(Ez) = 2.8753
(Et) = 2.6542
(Pi) = 1.5285

MaxIMin:
(Ex) = 19.0487
(Ey) = 26.1889
(Ez) = 16.7945
(Et) = 9.4095
(Pi) = 2.6120

( lO.4932dB)
( 9.8123dB)
( 9.1737dB)
( 8.4788dB)
( 1.8426dB)

( 25.5973dB)
( 28.3624dB)
( 24.5033dB): 
19.4714dB)
4.1698dB)

Table 3: Field statistics @ f = 2.5GHz, r = 345mm (mQ = 2).
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Field statistics for stirrer data (f=2.5GHz, r=345mm, m=l):

Avg:
(Ex) = lO.3505V/m (20.2993dBV/m)
(Ey) = 7.6960V/m (17.7253dBV/m)
(Ez) = 33.1389V/m (30.4068dBV/m)
(Et) = 36.6531V/m (31.2822dBV/m)
(Pi) = O.O565mW (-12.4787dBm)

Med:
(Ex) = 8.8384V/m ( 18.9275dBV/m)
(Ey) = 6.3731 VIm (16.0870dBV/m)
(Ez) = 28.2571 VIm (29.0226dBV/m)
(Et) = 32.1079V/m (30.1322dBV/m)
(Pi) = O.O580mW (-12.3693dBm)

YarCoef:
(Ex) = 0.6306
(Ey) = 0.6327
(Ez) = 0.5693
(Et) = 0.5053
(Pi) = 0.1960

Std:
(Ex) = 6.5269V/m (16.2941dBV/m)
(Ey) = 4.8689V/m (13.7486dBV/m)
(Ez) = 18.8654V/m (25.5133dBV/m)
(Et) = 18.5208V/m (25.3532dBV/m)
(Pi) = O.OlllmW (-19.5551dBm)

( -4.0052dB)
( -3.9767dB)
( -4.8935dB)
( -5.9290dB)
( -7 .O764dB)

Max:
(Ex) = 37.4413V/m (31.467OdBV/m)
(Ey) = 23.6291V/m (27.469OdBV/m)

(Ez)= 116.5067V/m (41.3270dBV/m)
(Et) = 118.3266V/m (41.4616dBV/m)
(Pi) = O.O862mW (-lO.6448dBm)

Min:
(Ex) = 1.5934V/m ( 4.0465dBV/m)
(Ey) = O.9023V/m (-O.8934dBV/m)
(Ez) = 4.7127V/m ( 13.4654dBV/m)
(Et) = 9.2136V/m ( 19.2886dBV/m)
(Pi) = O.O330mW (-14.8145dBm)

Max/Avg:
(Ex) = 3.6173
(Ey) = 3.0703
(Ez) = 3.5157
(Et) = 3.2283
(Pi) = 1.5254

MaxIMin
(Ex) =
(Ey) =
(Ez) =
(Et) =
(Pi) =

( 11.1678dB)
( 9.7436dB)
( IO.9203dB)
( IO.1794dB)
( 1.8340dB)

( 27.4205dB)
( 28.3624dB)
( 27.8616dB)
( 22.1731dB)

( 4.1698dB)

Table 4: Field statistics @ f = 2.5GHz, r = 345mm (ma = 1

23.4977
26.1889
24.7218
12.8426
2.6120
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...

Field statistics for stirrer data (f=8.2GHz, r=91mm, m=3):

Avg:
(Ex) = 27.4248V/rn (28.7629dBV/rn)
(Ey) = 27.3319V/rn (28.7334dBV/rn)
(Ez) = 28.4359V/rn (29.0773dBV/rn)
(Et) = 51.8704V/rn (34.2984dBV/rn)
(Pi) = O.O269rnW (-15.7093dBrn)

Med:
(Ex) = 25.4658V/m (28.1192dBV/m)
(Ey) = 25.7214V/m (28.2059dBV/m)
(Ez) = 27.0110V/m (28.6308dBV/m)
(EO = 51.7967V/m (34.2860dBV/m)
(Pi)= O.O267mW (-15.731IdBm)

.

VarCoef:
(Ex) = 0.5351
(Ey) = 0.5140
(Ez) = 0.5117
(Et) = 0.2991
(Pi) = 0.0804

Std:
(Ex) = 14.6759V/m (23.3321dBV/m)
(Ey) = 14.O483V/m (22.9525dBV/m)
{Ez) = 14.5508V/m (23.2577dBV/m)
(Et) = 15.5150V/m (23.8150dBV/m)
(Pi) = O.OO22mW (-26.6585dBm)

( -5.4308dB)
( -5.7809dB)
( -5.8196dB)
( -lO.4834dB)
(-lO.9492dB)

Min:
(Ex) = O.6140V/m (-4.2371dBV/m)

(Ey)= O.1810V/m (-14.8441dBV/m)
(Ez) = O.2287V/m (-12.8160dBV/m)
(Et) = 11.3358V/m (21.089IdBV/m)
(Pi) = O.O222mW (-16.5328dBm)

Max:
(Ex) = 91.7801V/m (39.2550dBV/m)
(Ey) = 75.7166V/m (37.5838dBV/m)
(Ez) = 70.5125V/m (36.9653dBV/m)
(El) = 97.6400V/m (39.7926dBV/m)
(Pi)= O.O332mW (-14.7911dBm)

.

MaxIMin:
(Ex) = 149.4878
(Ey) = 418.2115
(Ez) = 308.3646
(Et) = 8.6134
(Pi) = 1.4934

( 43.4921dB)
( 52.4279dB)
(49.7813dB)

( 18.7035dB)
( 1.7418dB)

Maxi A vg:
(Ex) = 3.3466
(Ey) = 2.7703
(Ez) = 2.4797
(Et) = 1.8824
(Pi) = 1.2354

( lO.4921dB)
( 8.8504dB)
( 7.8880dB)
( 5.4942dB)
( O.9182dB)

Table 5: Field statistics @ f = 8.2GHz, r = 91mm (ma = 3).
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Field statistics for stirrer data (f=8.2GHz, r=91mm, m=l):

Avg:
(Ex) = 27.4430V/m (28.7686dBV/m)

(Ey)= 27.2111V/m (28.6949dBV/m)
(Ez) = 28.3650V/m (29.0557dBV/m)
(Et) = 51.8623V/m (34.2970dBV/m)
(Pi) = O.O269mW (-15.7087dBm)

Med:
(Ex) = 24.9728V/m (27.9493dBV/m)
(Ey) = 26.3191V/m (28.4054dBV/m)
(Ez) = 26.6506V/m (28.5142dBV/m)
(Et) = 51.7665V/m (34.2810dBV/m)
(Pi) = O.O267mW (-15.7374dBm)

VarCoef:
(Ex) = 0.5365
(Ey) = 0.5167
(Ez) = 0.5155
(Et) = 0.2964
(Pi) = 0.0805

( -5.4088dB)
( -5.7345dB)
( -5.7557dB)
(-lO.5611dB)
( -lO.9422dB)

Std:
(Ex) = 14.7228V/m (23.3598dBV/m)
(Ey) = 14.0612V/m (22.9604dBV/m)
(Ez) = 14.6216V/m (23.2999dBV/m)
(Et) = 15.3744V/m (23.7360dBV/m)
(Pi) = O.OO22mW (-26.6509dBm)

Min:
(Ex) = O.3400V/m (-9.3701dBV/m)
(Ey) = O.1811V/m (-14.8436dBV/m)
(Ez) = O.O677V/m (-23.3894dBV/m)
(Et) = 8.5524V/m ( 18.6417dBV/m)
(Pi) = O.O218mW (-16.6109dBm)

Max:
(Ex) = 91.7857V/m (39.2555dBV/m)
(Ey) = 80.0913V/m (38.0717dBV/m)
(Ez) = 70.5169V/m (36.9659dBV/m)
(Et) = lOl.5197V/m (40.131OdBV/m)
(Pi) = O.O339mW (-14.7011dBm)

MaxIMin:
(Ex) = 269.9467
(Ey) = 442.3472
(Ez) = 1041.7482
(Et) = 11.8704
(Pi) = 1.5523

Max/Avg:
(Ex) = 3.3446
(Ey) = 2.9433
(Ez) = 2.4861
(Et) = 1.9575
(Pi) = 1.2611

( lO.4869dB)
( 9.3768dB)
( 7.9102dB)
( 5.8340dB)
( 1.OO76dB)

( 48.6256dB)
( 52.9153dB)
( 6O.3553dB)

( 21.4893dB)
~ 1.9098dB)

Table 6: Field statistics @ f = 8.2GHz, r = 91mm (ma = 1)
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1.2 Theoretical vs. measured mean-normalized field

.

Table 7: Theoretical vs. measured coefficients of variation for mean-normalized field @ f
2.5GHz, r = 91mm: decimated data set (mcx = 2).

.

x
£IX nx

IExl/(IExl) If -::: 1";0.5227

IEyl/(IEyl)

IEzl/(IEzl)

IEtl/ (IEtl) 0.4015

Table 8: Theoretical vs. measured coefficients of variation for mean-normalized field @ f =
2.5GHz, r = 91mm: full data set (ma = 1).

x Vx nx

~j~ 

-1~~O.5227
/~ -1 ~ 0.2941

V 4501T -

Table 9: Theoretical vs. measured coefficients of variation for mean-normalized field @ f
2.5GHz, r = 345mm: decimated data set (ma = 2).

- -

I~Q
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x IIX nx

\/(~ -1 ~ 0.5227 0.6306

J~ -1 ~ O.~~27 0.6327

J~-=1 ~ 0.5227 0.5639

0.5053

IExl/(IExl)

IEyl/(IEyl)

IEzl/(IEzl)

IEtl/(IEtl) J~ -1 ~ 0.2941
4501r

Table 10: Theoretical vs. measured coefficients of variation for mean-normalized field @ f
2.5GHz, r = 345mm: full data set (mQ = 1).

x Vx nx

IExl/(IExl) J~ -~~.5227 0.5351

0.5140

0.5117

0.2991

IEyl/(IEyl) J~=! ~O.5227

IEzl/(IEzl) J~ -1 ~ 0.5227

IEtl/ (IEt\) J ~ -1 ~ 0.2941
45011"

Table 11: Theoretical vs. measured coefficients of variation for mean-normalized field @ f =

8.2GHz, r = 91mm: decimated data set (ma = 3).

x vx nx

l£xl/(I£xl) J~ -1 ~ 0.5227 0.5365

IEyl/(IEyl) \/~--=--i ~ 0.5227 0.5167

,/~ -1 ~ 0.5227 0.5155IEzl/(IEzl)

IEtl/ (IEtl) .I~ -1 ~ 0.2941
~ 45011" 0.2964

Table 12: Theoretical vs. measured coefficients of variation for mean-normalized field @ f =

8.2GHz, r = 91mm: full data set (ma = 1).
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.

1.3 Theoretical VB. measured mean-normalized maximum field

..

Table 13: Theoretical vs. measured max-to-mean field W with 95% confidence interval @ f =

2.5GHz, T = 91mm: decimated data (M = 137, N = 275/1.5 = 183).

Q

0

.

Table 14: Theoretical vs. measured max-to-mean field W with 95% confidence interval @ f =

2.5GHz, r = 91mm: full data (M = 275, N = 275/1.5 = 183).
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Table 15: Theoretical vs. measured max-to-mean field W with 95% confidence interval @ f =

2.5GHz, r = 345mm: decimated data (M = 137, N = 275/1.5 = 183).

Table 16: Theoretical vs. measured max-to-mean field W with 95% confidence interval @ f =

2.5GHz, T = 345mm: full data (M = 275, N = 275/1.5 = 183).
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....

Table 17: Theoretical vs. measured max-to-mean field W with 95% confidence interval @ f =
8.2GHz, r = 91mm: decimated data (M = 400, N = 1200/3 = 400).

..

0

Table 18: Theoretical vs. measured max-to-mean field W with 95% confidence interval @ f =

8.2GHz, T = 91mm: full data (M = 1200, N = 1200/3 = 400).
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2.5GHz
(r = 91mm)

Parameter 2.5GHz
(r = 345mm)

8.2GHz
(r = 91mm)

.Bx

.By

.Bz

6x

6y
6z

fx

fy

fz

0.0261

0.0321
0.0640

0.0490

-0.0049

0.0223

0.0137

0.0155

0.0149

0.620
0.639
0.623

0.665

0.633

0.644

0.687
0.670
0.635

0.823

0.828

0.808

0.849
0.823

0.824

0.904
0.887

0.867

Table 19: Spectral parameters and spectral bandwidths @ 2.5GHz, r = 91mm, 345mm and
8.2GHz, r = 91mm.

Table 20: Numerical simulation results (MAFIA TM) for first few resonances of stadium cavity.
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(a.)

ER3D

Connector
(seen from back)

Probe
(seen from front)

(b)

,""""""""", 
"", 
"", ""

, ""
...""
...""
...""
, ""
, ""
, ""
, ""
, ""
, """
, """
, """
"""',,"""~ """

(c)

Figure 1: (a) 3-axis electric field probe (Schmid & Partner ER3Dxxxfamily); (b) connector plan

and front view; (c) local near-field distortions [Pokovit, 1999].
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Figure 2: Spread as a function of average field strength for S&P probe measurements @ f =

2.5GHz, r = 91mm for 40 readings per sample and sample size M = 275.
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Figure 5: Autocorrelation functions 'Pal for power and field magnitude for lEal (a = x, y,z,t)

as a function of wall position T / ~ T @ f = 2.5GHz, T = 91mm.
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Figure 6: Single-sample and ensemble decimation factors mo for IEol2 (a = x, y, z,t) as a

function of sample size M @ f = 2.5GHz, r = 91mm.
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Figure 7: Single-sample and ensemble power autocorrelation functions Pafbr lEal (Q = x, y, z, t)

as a function of wall position T/L),T @ f = 2.5GHz, r = 91mm. ' I
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Figure 9: Field and power variance functions for IEol (0 = x,y,z,t) asia function of stirrer

averaging length T / ilr @ f = 2.5GHz, r = 91mm. ,~
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Figure 10: Autocorrelation functions IPal for power and field magnitude for lEal (a = x, y, z, t)

as a function of wall position T/~T @ f = 2.5GHz, r = 345mm.
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Figure 11: Single-sample and ensemble decimation factors mo for IEaI2\ (0 = x,y,z,t) as a

function of sample size M @ f = 2.5GHz, T = 345mm. I.
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Figure 12: Single-sample and ensemble power autocorrelation functions Pa for lEa! (a = x, y, z, t)

as a function of wall position T / ~T @ f = 2.5GHz, T = 345mm.
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Figure 14: Power crosscorrelation functions Paj3 for lEal, IEj3I\(a,{3 = x, y,z) as a function of

wall position T / jj.T @ f = 2.5GHz, r = 91mm.
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Figure 15: Power crosscorrelation functions P,,{3 for IE"I, IE{31 (0,/3 = x,y,z) as a function of

wall position T / ~ T @ f = 2.5GHz, r = 345mm.
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~i:U;~5~~~:e:~~::~fvariation 1/" for IE"I (a = x, y,z,t) as a functit~~ sample size M @
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Figure 17: Coefficients of variation Vo for I Eol (a = x, y, z, t) as a function of sam pie size M @

f = 2.5GHz, T = 345mm.
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I Exl! x I} (-)

Figure 18: Probability density functions fa of IEal/(IEal) (a = x'Y'F,t) @ f = 2.5GHz,

r = 91mm for decimated data set (ma = 2). (See text for correct interpr~tation of Figure.)
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3 40 1

Figure 19: Probability density functions fa of IEal/(IEal) (Ct = x,y,z,t) @ f = 2.5GHz,

r = 91mm for full data set. (See text for correct interpretation of Figure.)
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Figure 20: Probability den$ity functions fa of IEal/{IEal) (a = x,y~z,t) @ f = 2.5GHz,

r = 345mm for decimated data set (ma = 2). (See text for correct inter~retation of Figure.)
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Figure 21: Probability density functions fa of IEal/(IEal) (0 = x, y,z,t) @ f = 2.5GHz,

T = 345mm for full data set. (See text for correct interpretation of Figure.)
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Figure 22: Cumulative distribution functions Fa of
r = 91mm for decimated data set (ma = 2).

IEcrl/(jEcr.!) (a = x,~,z,t) @ f = 2.5GHz,
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Figure 23: Cumulative distribution functions Fo of IEol/(IEol} (0 = x,y,z,t) @ f = 2.5GHz,

T = 91mm for full data set.
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Sample size

Figure 25: Kholmogorov-Smirnov test statistic between measured and theoretical cumulative
distribution functions of 1£01/(1£01) (a = x, y, z) as a function of sample size M @ f = 2.5GHz,

r = 91mm for full data set.
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.

100 10210
Sample size

Figure 26: Cramer-von Mises test statistic between measured and theoretical cumulative dis-

tribution functions of IEol/(IEol} (a = x, y, z) as a function of sample size M@ f = 2.5GHz,

T = 91mm for full data set.
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Figure 27: Crosscorrelation 'coefficients UQp between measured and theor~tica.l cumulative dis-

tribution functions of IEQI/(IEQI), IEfJl/(IEpl) (a,/3 = x, y,z) as a functi9n of sample size M@

f = 2.5GHz, r = 91mm for iulldata set. I
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..

Figure 28: Cumulative distribution functions Fct of IEctl/(IEctl) (a = x, y,z,t) @ f = 2.5GHz,

r = 345mm for decimated data set (mo = 2).
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Figure 29: Cumulative distribution functions Fa of IEal/{IEal) (a = x,yJz,t) @ f = 2.5GHz,

r = 345mm for full data set. I
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Figure 30: Distribution functions, theoretical median, theoretical mean, measured values, and

95% and 99% confidence intervals of max-to-mean field for IEol/(IEczl) (10 = x,y,z,t) @ f =

2.5GHz, r = 91mm for decimated data set (mo = 2).
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Figure 31: Distribution functions, theoretical median, theoretical mean, Eeasured values, and

95% and 99% confidence intervals of max-to-mean field for IEQI/(IEQI) (10. = x,y,z,t) @ f =

2.5GHz, r = 91mm for full data set.
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Figure 32: Distribution functions, theoretical median, theoretical mean, measured values, and
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Figure 33: Distribution functions, theoretical median, theoretical mean, ~easured values, and
95% and 99% confidence intervals of max-to-mean field for IEQI/(IEQI) (~ = x, y,z,t) @ f =

2.5GHz, T = 345mm for full data set. I
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M = 275 taken from a perfectly reverberant field. \
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Figure 37: Measured field anisotropy coefficients Aat3 and Atot @ f = '2~5GHz, r = 91mm for

full data set. j
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Figure 38: Single-sample average of measured field anisotropy coefficien~s AQ{3 and Atot as a

function of sample size M @ f = 2.5GHz, r = 91mm for full data set (lin~ar scale).
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Figure 39: Magnitude of single-sample average of measured field anisotropy coefficients AQ{3 and

Atot as a function of sample size M @ f = 2.5GHz, r = 91mm for full data set (dB scale).
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Figure 40: Magnitude of bootstrap average of measured field anisotropy coefficients Aa{3 and

Atot as a function of sample size M @ f = 2.5GHz, r = 91mm for full data set (dB scale).
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Figure 41: Theoretical and measured cumulative distribution functions of field anisotropy coef-

ficients AaB and Atot @ f = 2.5GHz, r = 91mmfor decimated data set (ma = 2).
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Figure 42: Theoretical and measured cumulative distributions of field a~isotropy coefficients

Ao{3 and Atot @ f = 2.5GHz, r = 91mm for full data set. 1
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Figure 43: Measured field anisotropy coefficients Aa(3 and Atot @ f = 2l5GHz, r = 345mm for

full data set.
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Figure 44: Single-sample average of measured field anisotropy coefficiebts AQ{3 and Atot as a

function of sample size M @ J = 2.5GHz, r = 345mm for full data set (linear scale).
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Figure 45: Magnitude of single-sample average of measured field anisotropy coefficients Aafj and

Atot as a function of sample size M @ f = 2.5GHz, r = 345mm for full data set (dB scale).
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Figure 46: Magnitude of bootstrap average of measured field anisotropy coefficients Aa{3 and

Atot as a function of sample size M @ f == 2.5GHz, r == 345mm for full data set (dB scale).
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Figure 47: Theoretical and measured cumulative distribution functions offield anisotropy coef-

ficients Aa{3 and Atot @ f = 2.5GHz, r = 345mm for decimated data set (ma = 2).
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Figure 48: Measured field inhomogeneity coefficients laa (Q = x, y, z, t) @ f = 2.5GHz, TO =

91mm, Tl = lOlmm for full data set.
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Figure 49: Total measured field inhomogeneity coefficient ftot @ f = 2.5GHz, TO = 91mm,

Tl = lOlmm for full data set.
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Figure 50: Single-sample average of measured field inhomogeneity coefficients IQQ (a = x, y, z, t)

as a function of sample size M @ f = 2.5GHz, TO = 91mm, Tl = 101mm for full data set (linear

scale ).
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Figure 51: Single-sample average of total measured field inhomogeneity coefficient [tot as a

function of sample size M @ f = 2.5GHz, TO = 91mm, Tl = 101mm for full data set (linear

scale ).
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Figure 52: Magnitude of ~ingle-sample average of measured field inhomogeneity coefficients loa

(a = x,y,z,t) as a functi(>n of sample size M @ f = 2.5GHz, TO = 91mm, Tl = lOlmm for full

data set (dB scale).
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Figure 53: Magnitude of single-sample a.verage of total measured field inhomogeneity coefficient

Itot as a function of sample size 1\1 @ f = 2.5GHz, ro = 91mm, Tl = lOlmm for full data set
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Figure 54: Magnitude of bootstrap a.verage of measured field inhomogeneity coefficients 100

(Q = x, y, z, t) as a functic!>n of sample size M @ f = 2.5GHz, TO = 91mm, Tl = lOlmm for full

data set (dB scale).
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Figure 56: Spatial correlation coefficients betweelllEo( ro)12 and IEo( rl)12 as a function of sample

size M @ f = 2.5GHz, ro = 91mm, rl = lOlmm for full data set.
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Figure 57: Theoretical and measured cumulative distribution functions of field inhomogeneity
coefficients @ f = 2.5GHz, TO = 91mm, Tl = lQlmm for decimated data set (mcx = 2).
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Figure 61: Radial dependence of bootstrap averaged transmission loss @ f = 2.5GHz.
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sample size M @ f = 2.5GHz, r = 91mm for fuill data set.
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Figure 65: Cumulative distribution functions of measured input power Pi, received rectilinear

power Pa and received total power Pt @ f = 2.5GHz, r = 91mm for full data set.
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Figure 68: Normalized spectral bandwidths 60 and £" as a function of radial distance @ f =

2.5GHz.
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Figure 69: Spread as a function of average fiel~ strength for S&P probe measurements @ f

8.2GHz, r = 91mm for 40 readings per sample and sample size M = 1200.
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Figure 71: Average normalized squared field strength as a function of sample size M @ f =

8.2GHz, T = 91mm for full data set.
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Figure 72: Average normalized squared field strength as a function of sample size N @ f =

8.2GHz, T = 91mm for decimated data set (mo = 4).
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Figure 73: Autocorrelation functions IPal for power and field magnitude for lEal (a = x, y, z, t)

as a function of wall position r/L\.r @ f = 8.2GHz, r = 91mm.
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Figure 74: Field and power variance functions for lEal (0 = x,y,z,t) as a function of stirrer

averaging length T / ~T @ f = 8.2GHz, r = 91mm.
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Figure 75: Single-sample and ensemble decimation factors ma for IEal2 (a = x, y, z, t) as a

function of sample size M @ f = 8.2GHz, r = 91mm.
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Figure 76: Single-sample and ensemble power autocorrelation functions Pa for IEal1 Q = X, y, z, t)

as a function of wall position 1" / Ll1" @ f = 8.2GHz, T = 91mm.
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Figure 78: Power crosscorrelation functions P,,{3 for IE"I, E{31 (a,{3 = x, y,z) as a function of

wall position T / ~T @ f = 8.2GHz, r = 91mm for full data set.
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Figure 79: Power crosscorrelation coefficients flal3 for lEal, IEI3I (a, (j = x, y, z) as a function of

sample size M @ f = 8.2GHz, r = 91mm for full data set.
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Figure 80: Coefficients of variation /lQ for I EQI (a: = x, y, z, t) as a function of sample size M @

f = 8.2GHz, r = 91mm.
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40 1

Figure 81: Probability density functions fa of IEQI/(IEQI} (a = x,y,z,t) @ f = 8.2GHz,

r = 91mm for decimated data set (mQ = 3). (See text for correct interpretation of Figure.)
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Figure 82: Probability density functions f" of 1£,,1/(1£,,1) (0 = x,y,z,t) @ f = 8.2GHz, r =

91mm for full data set (m" r 1) (for demonstration only). (See text for correct interpretation

of Figure.) I
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Figure 83: Cumulative distribution functions Fa of IEal/(IEal) (a = x,y,z,t) @ f = 8.2GHz

r = 91mm for decimated data set (m~ = 3).
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..

Figure 84: Cumulative dist;ribution functionsFo of IEol/(IEol) (a = x, y,z,t) @ f = 8.2GHz

T = 91mm for full data set (mo = 1) (for demonstration only).
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Figure 85: Cumulative distribution functions of standardized deviations I Ealtheo-1 Ealmeas (a =

x, y, z) @ f = 8.2GHz, r = 91mm for decimated data set (ma = 3).
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Figure 86: Cumulative distribution functions of standaI"dized absolute deviations
IIEaltheo -IEalmeasl (a = x, y, z) @ f = 8.2GHz, r = 91mm for decimated data set (ma = 3).
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87: Cumulative distribution functions of standardized squared deviations
-IEalmeasl2 (a = x, y, z) @ f = 8.2GHz, r = 91 mm for decimated data set (ma = 3).

Figure

IIEoltheo
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...

Figure 88: Cumulative distribu tion functions of standardized deviations I Eoltheo- I Eolmeas (a =

x, y, z) @ f = 8.2GHz, r = 91mm for full data set.
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Sample size

Figure 89: Kholmogorov-Smirnov test statistic between measured and theoretical cumulative

distribution functions of IEal/(IEal} (a = x, y, z) as a function of sample size M@ f = 8.2GHz,

r = 91mm for full data set.
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Figure 90: Cramer-von Mises test statistic between measured and theoretical cumulative dis-
tribution functions of IEol/(IEol) (a = x,y,z) as a function of sample size M@ f = 8.2GHz,

r = 91mm for full dataset.
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Figure 91: Crosscorrelation coefficients (10(3 between measured and theoretical cumulative dis-

tribution functions of IEol1 (lEal), IE(311 (IE(3I) (a, 13 = x, y, z) as a function of sample size M @

f = 8.2GHz, r = 91mm for full data set.
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Figure 92: Distribution functions, theoretical median, theoretical mean, measured values, and
95% and 99% confidence intervals of max-to-mean field for IEol/(IEol) (0 = x,y,z,t) @ f =

8.2GHz, r = 91mm for decimated data set (mo = 3).
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Figure 93: Distribution fun~tions, theoretical median, theoretical mean, measured values, and
95% and 99% confidence intervals of max-to-mean field for IEol/(IEol} (0: = x,y,z,t) @ f =

8.2GHz, r = 91mm for full data set (for demonstration only).
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Figure 96: Theoretical (simulated) field anisotropy coefficients AQ{3 and Atot for sample of size

M = 1200 taken from a perfectly reverberant fi~ld.
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Figure 97: Measured field anisotropy coefficient~ Aa{3 and Atot @ f = 8.2GHz, r = 91mm for

full data set. I.
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Figure 98: Single-sample average of measured field anisotropy coefficients Aai3 and Atot as a

function of sample size M @ f = 8.2GHz, r = 91mm for full data set (linear scale).
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Figure 99: Magnitude of single-sample average of measured field anisotropy coefficients Aa{3 and

Atot as a function of sample size 1\1 (:!j) f = 8.20Hz, r = 91mm for full data set (dB scale).
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Figure 100: Magnitude of bootstrap average of measured field anisotropy coefficients Aa{3 and

Atot as a function of sample size M @ f = 8.2GHz, r = 91mm for full data set (dB scale).
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Figure 101: Magnitude of bootstrap a~erage of Imeasured field anisotropy coefficients Ao/3 and

Atot @ f = 8.2GHz,r = 91mmfordeclmatedd~taset (mo = 4) (dB scale).
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yz

Figure 102: Theoretical a~d measured cumulative distribution functions of field anisotropy

coefficients AQ{3 and Atot @, f = 8.2GHz, r = 9~mm for decimated data set (mQ = 3).
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Figure 103: Theoretical and measured cumulative distribution functions of field anisotropy

coefficients Aai3 and Atot @ f = 8.2GHz, r = 9]mm for full data set (for demonstration only).
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Figure 104: Measured field inhomogeneity coefficients 1(XC) (a = x,y,z,t) @ f = 8.2GHz, TO =

91mm, Tl = 94mm for full data set.
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Figure 105: Total measured field inhomogeneitr coefficients Itot @ f = 8.2GHz, TO = 91mm,

Tl = 94mm for full data set. I
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Figure 106: Single-sample average of measured fi~ld inhomogeneity coefficients 100 (a = x, y, z, t)

as a function of sample size M @ f = 8.2GHz, IrO = 91mm, T} = 94mm for full data set (linear

scale ).
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Figure 107: Single-sample average of total me~sured field inhomogeneity coefficients Itot as a

function of sample size M @ f = 8.2GHz, TO = 9lmm, T} = 94mm for full data set (linear scale).
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Figure 108: Magnitude o~ single-sample ~verag+1 of measured field inhomogeneity coefficients Iaa

(a = x,y,z,t) as a function of sample size lvlj@ f = 8.2GHz, TO = 91mm, TI = 94mm for full

data set (dB scale). 111.1
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Sample size M (-)

Figure 109: Magnitude of single-sample average df total measured field inhomogeneity coefficient

[tot as a function of sample size M @ f = 8.2GH~, TO = 91mm, T} = 94mm for full data set (dB

scale ).
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Figure 110: Magnitude ~f bootstrap a,v~rage ~ f measuf,ed field inhomogeneity coefficients loa

(a = x,y,z,t) as a functIon of sample sIze j\t~1 @ f = 8.2GHz, TO = 91mm, Tl = 94mm for full

data set (dB scale). i1
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Figure 111: Magnitude of bootstrap average of! total measured field inhomogeneity coefficient

Itot as a function of sample size M @ f = 8.2GHz, TO = 91mm, Tl = 94mm for full data set (dB

scale ).
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Figure 112: Spatial correlation coefficients be~feen Eo(ro)12 and IEa(rl)12 as a function of

sample size M @ f = 8.2GHz, ro = 91mm, rl 1194mm for full data set.
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Figure 113: Theoretical and measured cumulative distribution functions of field inhomogeneity

coefficients @ f = 8.2GHz, TO = 91mm, Tl = 94mm for decimated data set (ma = 3).
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Figure 114: Mean of ratio of power densities v~jratio of mean of power densities as a function

of sample size M @ f = 8.2GHz, r = 91mm fori ~ull data set.
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X 104

Figure 115: Theoretical composite quality factbrs computed for mean of ratio of total power

densities vs. ratio of mean of total power densities as a function of sample size M @ f = 8.2GHz,

T = 91mm for full data set (assuming free space' wave impedance).
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Figure 116: Theoretical composite quality factors computed for mean of ratio of individual

power densities vs. ratio o[mean of individual~ower densities as a function of sample size M
@ f = 8.2GHz, r = 91mm for full data set (ass~ming free space wave impedance).
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Figure 117: Cumulative distribution functions of measured input power Pi, received rectilinear

power Pa and received total power Pt @ f = 8.2GHz, r = 91mm for full data set.





Figure 119: Normalized power cross-spectral d~nsity functions gcx{3 and 3rd order exponential
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Figure 120: Theoretical and measured upward threshold crossing rate v,j for field magnitudes

as a function of threshold level b/O'o @ f = 8.2GIHz, r = 91mm for full data set.
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Figure 121: Theoretical and measured mean efcursion length E[£T] for field magnitudes as a

function of threshold level bjO'o @ f = 8.2GHz,! r = 91mm for full data set.
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Sweep data for synthetic Rx apertures of minimum and maximum width L @Figure 122:
f = 2.5GHz,

v
0 50 100 150 200 250

Stirrer position
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Figure 123: Coefficients of variation Va for lEal ~o = X, y, z) as a function of width L of synthetic

Rx aperture @ f = 2.5GHz. 1,]1
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Figure 125: Cross correlation coefficients (JofJ be~ween theoretical and measured cumulative dis-

tribution functions of IEol/(IEoj), IEfJl/(IEfJl},(la,/3 = x, y,z,t) as a function of aperture width
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Figu.re 126: .Measured field anisotropy coefficients Aa{3 and Atot for Syjthetic Rx aperture of

maXImum wIdth (L = 243mm) @ f = 2.5GHz. ;)
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Figure 127: Single-sample average of measured field anisotropy coeflicien~s Aa(3 and Atot as a

function of width L of synthetic Rx aperture @ f = 2.5GHz for full data set.
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Figure 12~: Bootstrap averaged insertion loss {Pal Pi} (0 = X, y, z,t) a j a function of width L

of synthetic Rx aperture @ f = 2.5GHz. ""t'
i
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Figure 129: Normalized spectral bandwidths 6~, f.~ (a = x, y, z, t) as a f~nction of width L of

for synthetic Rx aperture @ f = 2.5GHz.
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Figure 130: Peak restoration for stirrer data using cubic spline interpolatidn and digital Laplace
filtering with ( = 0.08 @ f = 2.5GHz, r = 91mm (first 40 data points onlt).
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Figure 132: Ground plan of a 4-segment 'bow-tie' roo~.
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Figure 135: Distribution of E.t for 1st eigenmode of 3D stadium (R = O.35m, a = O.175m).
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kT (-)

Figure 154: Variance function IT for power density as a functio, of normalized interval width

kT for local spatial averaging.
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Figure 155: Variance function ')'T for magnitude of total field as a function of normalized interval

width kT for local stir averaging.
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Figure 158: Normalized spectral bandwidths 07 and (7 as a function of normalized interval

width T /,8 for local stir averaging.
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Figure 159: Normalized sp~ctral bandwidths by and Ey as a function of normalized interval

width kT for local spatial averaging.
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Figure 160: Cumulative distribution function of first-order difference of normalized measured

IEa(r)1 and IEt(r)l.
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Figure 161: Crosscorrelation function between normalized measured IEa( T)I or IEt( T)I and their

first-order difference.
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measured I Ea( T ) I or I Et( T ) I and their first-order difference.
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Figure 163: Cumulative distribution function of first-order difference of normalized measured

IEa(r)12 and IEt(r)12.
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Figure 164: Crosscorrelation function between normalized measured ,E r(r)12 or IEt(r)12 and

their first-order difference. !

.
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Figure 166: Cumulative distribution function of second-order difference of *ormalized measured
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Figure 168: Up\vard threshold crossing frequency /If(bfuo) for magniture of total field upon

local stir averaging.
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Figure 171: Upward threshold crossing frequency vttuo(T
local spatial averaging.

for magnitude of total field upon
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Figure 172: Upward threshold crossing frequency IIf( b / 0"0) for total POW!r density upon local

spatial averaging.
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Figure 173: Upward threshold crossing frequency v~C7o(T) for total power density upon local

spatial averaging.
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Figure 174: First-passage probability Pb/uo( TO) for magnitude of total field upon local spatial

averaging.
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Figure 176: First-passage probability Pb/uo( TO) for total power density upon local spatial aver

aging.
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Figure 177: First-passage probability PT( TO) for total power density upon ~ocal spatial averaging.
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Figure 178: First-passage probability Pb/uo( TO) for magnitude of total field upon local stir aver-

aging.
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Figure 180: First-passage probability Pb/t1o( TO) for total power density upon local stir averaging.
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Figure 181: First-passage probability PT( TO) for total power density upoln local stir averaging.
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Figure 182: Mean excursion length E[£7"( b)] for magnitude of total field upon local spatial

averaging.
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Figure 183: Mean excursion length E[£7( b)] for total power density upon ~ocal spatial averaging.
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Figure 184: Mean excursion length E[£7"( b)] for magnitude of total field uPfn local stir averaging.
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Figure 185: Mean excursion length E[£T( b)] for total power density upon local stir averaging.
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Figure 186: Asymptotic probability density function fXI(N)( WD) of max-fo-mean ratio of sam-

pled values of f Xl (x) for Kholmogorov-Smirnov statistic. .f
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Figure 187: Asymptotic cumulative distribution function FXI(N)( WD) of max-to-mean ratio of

sampled values of f Xl (x) for Kholmogorov-Smirnov statistic.
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Figure 188: Mean and standard deviation for asymptotic distribution of fnax-to-mean ratio of

sampled values of f Xl (x) for Kholmogorov-Smirnov statistic. I
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Figure 189: Asymptotic probability density function fx~(N)( WD) of max-to-mean ratio of sam-

pled values of f x~( x) for squared Kholmogorov-Smirnov statistic.
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Figure 190: Asymptotic cumulative distribution function F x~(N)( WD) of max-to-mean ratio of

sampled values of fx~(x) for squared Kholmogorov-Smirnov statistic.
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